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FORTHCOMiNG EVENTS

Bucks Gardens Trust Christmas Party 2011
at the County Museum
12 noon onwards, Saturday 3 December 
Buffet lunch & other excitements! There is a possibility 
that we may have a members slide show if there is enough 
interest, contact Rosemary if you have a possible (short) 
presentation.

SPRiNG TALKS 2012
Conceptual Gardens 
Tim Richardson
2.30pm, Saturday 14 January
Tim Richardson writes about gardens, landscape & 
theatre; contributes to the Daily Telegraph, Country Life 
& House & Garden, amongst other journals. His books 
include: Futurescapes: Designers for Tomorrow’s Outdoor 
Spaces (2011), and The Arcadian Friends (2008), ands he has 
spoken to us twice before; on Gertrude Jekyll and on those 
Arcadian Friends. Tim is also the world’s first international 
confectionery historian; his book Sweets: The History of 
Temptation (2004) proved a toothsome delight.

The Kitchen Garden at Blenheim
Jeri Bapasola
2.30pm, Saturday 18 February
Jeri Bapasola, is the Archival Researcher at Blenheim Palace 
& has recently published, The Finest View in England: The 
Landscape & Gardens at Blenheim and Household Matters: 
Domestic Service at Blenheim (2008). She spoke to us in last 
year’s series, and she was also a contributor at our recent 
seminar on Pineapples and Pineries. Jeri’s talk will be 
followed by a visit to Blenheim’s Kitchen Garden in June. 

The Rose Laid Bare: 
how the ‘Queen of Flowers’ gained her powers
Jennifer Potter
2.30pm, Saturday 10 March
Jennifer Potter has written books on Secret Gardens and Lost 
Gardens to accompany the TV series on which she worked 
as Associate Producer. Strange Blooms: The Curious Lives & 
Adventure of the John Tradescants was published in 2007 to 
be followed in 2010 with The Rose: A True History. Jennifer’s 
talk will also give a glimpse forward to her next publication, 
again Jennifer spoke to us on the Tradescants.  

A Landscape of Faith:  
Sir Thomas Tresham, his Gardens & his Buildings
Brian Dix
2.30pm, Saturday 14 April
Brian Dix, the internationally renowned archaeologist 
will tell us something of the iconic buildings & gardens of 
Sir Thomas Tresham (1544–1605). A recusant politician 
Tresham left three notable buildings in Northamptonshire, 
the extraordinary Rushton Triangular Lodge & the 

unfinished Lyveden New Bield, as well as the market house 
in nearby Rothwell. Brian will take us on a visit to the two 
former buildings later in the year. 

All these events will be held at the Bucks County Museum, 
on Church Street, Aylesbury HP20 2QP. The cost of all is £10 
to members and £12 to non-members, and includes tea and 
cakes afterwards.

Hartwell Seminar 2012
Look out in spring for details of next year’s Hartwell 
Seminar, probably in August. ‘The Egyptian flavour in the 
English Garden’: Sphinxes, Pyramids, Obelisks and other 
scarab related delights, our seminar has arisen as a result 
of Eric Throssell’s continuing inquiries into the career of 
Joseph Bonomi, and his achievements at Hartwell. Short 
papers sought for presentation to an enthusiastic audience.

Hartwell had a Pyramid in the garden, recorded in Nebot’s 
famous series of 1738 paintings, even before Joseph Bonomi got 

to work on the ‘Egyptian’ Well just outside the garden wall
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FROM THE CHAiR
By the time you read this I will be in Mexico, looking at the 
gardens there and hopefully getting a very different view 
of how another culture approaches the art of gardening. 
It should be very exciting to see gardens ranging from the 
floating vegetable gardens at Xochimilco to the modern 
classics designed by Luis Barragán. The garden I have 
always dreamed of seeing, at least since I saw it in a book 
of follies given to me for my twelfth birthday was that 
‘designed’ by Edward James, patron to the surrealists, 
at remote Los Pozas in Xilitla, north of Mexico City. If 
nothing else it will be a miracle to get to grips with the 
pronunciations. 

I hope you will indulge me in this my last issue of 
the Bucks Gardener as editor, of telling the story of the 
rediscovery of Stowe’s Sevenfold Altar of the Saxon Deities, 
perhaps more correctly the Queen of Hannover’s Seat. It is 
our hope that it will be returned (in replica) to its possible 
position in the grecian Valley in the not too distant future. 
It will be a fitting ending to this chapter in the bucks 
Gardens Trust.

You will have noticed that I have not managed to produce 

 
an edition of the BG for some time, and I can only 
apologise again, life got in the way. I hope this packed 
edition will be of much interest, with articles new and 
old, some having sat in my intray since before our last 
publication. You will perhaps notice I have finally managed 
to introduce a new font, Esta, which I have been planning 
for a while, and certainly, I hope, makes the newsletter 
read more easily.

My best wishes go to Rosemary Jury who has offered to 
take up the editorial keyboard, I hope you will continue 
to send her material for our now twice yearly (we hope) 
Bucks Gardener, though the appearance of the Bucks Under 
Gardener (or BUG) has been a great innovation. She is 
certainly kept busy enough setting up our Spring Talks and 
Summer Walks programme, and I do wish her well with it, 
it has been a very enjoyable editorial hat to wear.

Many of you will know that I have succeeded to the 
tenancy of Park Lodge at Hartwell House, with its potential 
to throw buns out of the front window at passing High 
Speed trains; all this, and more, is 
revealed within these pages.

STOWE: THE MiSSiNG PAGES 
London and South East ‘Atmospheres’ National Trust Project
Richard Wheeler

The production of the new Stowe 
guidebook in 2010/2011 has 
highlighted just how much of the 
statuary ‘dressings’ of the gardens are 
still missing. 

If one were to compare Stowe to 
an antiquarian book, then one could 
admire the fine bindings and typeface, 
but a quarter of the script and half the 
illustrations would be gone. The effect 
of this is to make the book unreadable 
to all except the obsessive academic. 
The purpose of this project therefore, 
is to replace those missing pages, 
initially in plaster and ply, but in the 
long term in more durable materials 
where we are sure of the accuracy of 
our representation.

The intended effect is a seamless 
narrative garden, whose secrets will 
still be opaque and of a dreamlike 
quality, but which will encourage 
the visitor to join in the excitement 
of discovering the hugely clever, and 
often very funny, meaning, lurking 
behind the facades of this collection 
of architectural and sculptural 
masterpieces, spectacular views and 
labyrinthine shrubberies.

The Grecian Valley i
An Heroic Walk
In 1763, to celebrate his brother-in-
law, William Pitt’s spectacular victory 

over the French in the Seven Years War, 
Earl Temple reordered the Grecian 
Temple to become the Temple of 
Concord and Victory. The intention for 
the valley itself was for this to become 
an heroic walk, following this same 
theme, exemplified by the Labours 
(and other stories) of Hercules, and the 
classical heroes.

This same theme can be found in the 
Villa D’Este in a set of murals within 
the house itself (left) and, in sculpture, 
at the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence (left).

Already, we have coming (in replica) 
from Trent Park, Middlesex, Hercules 
and Antaeus, Hercules and Cacus (aka 
Samson and the Philistine), and, if 
funds permit, The Gladiator. 

They will populate the north-west 
side of the valley, and these are indeed 
the statues that were there historically. 
But they looked across the valley to 
another complementary set of three 
further and possibly even more 
spectacular statues. 

One of these is known, Hercules 
and the Erimanthean Boar, now in a 
private garden in Berkshire (actually 
Windsor…). Until such time as a proper 
copy can be afforded, we can make a 
marine ply copy of the plinth, with a 
plywood silhouette of the statue.

But the other two are unknown. It is 
probable however that they would have 
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been of Hercules in fighting mode, and there are a number 
of models from which to choose. It is proposed that the sites 
of the remaining plinths are used to recreate in plywood and 
silhouette two of the following:

Hercules and Anteus
This version is at Studley Royal

Hercules and Cacus
This version is at the V&A

The Gladiator, shown without his shield
aka the Running Butler

The statue sequence from the north-western side of the Grecian Valley

Hercules and Diomedes (original at the Palazzo Vecchio)
Hercules and the Hydra (Lead at Powis Castle)
Hercules and the Centaur Nessus (original in the Loggia de 

Lanzi, Florence)

And a possible statue sequence from the south-eastern side of the Grecian Valley
Hercules and Erimanthean Boar

Now in a private garden near Windsor
Hercules and Diomedes

Original at the Palazzo Vecchio
Hercules and the Hydra

This version at Powis Castle

The Grecian Valley ii
The Dancing Faun and the shepherds and shepherdesses
The north-western woodland skirting the Grecian Valley, 
and looking out over the Paddock Course Walk to the Park, 
is the home of the Circle of the Dancing Faun and, even 
further along, the Fane of Pastoral Poetry. This Sylvan scene 
was intended by Earl Temple to exemplify the pastoral idyll, 
so popular in art, poetry and literature at the time, and 
the contemporary guidebooks added lines from Milton’s 

L’Allegro — The Cheerful Man:
‘…and every shepherd tells his tale
Under the hawthorn in the dale…’

This was probably marked by a poetry board nailed to 
a tree, to provide the pendant to that in the Grotto from 
Milton’s Il Pensero — the Melancholy Man:

‘…Goddess of the silver wave
In thy deep embower’d cave..,’
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This poetry board could be recreated in the same style as 
that in the Grotto.

The Circle of the Dancing Faun has already been partly 
recreated by the gift from Barbara Edmondson of the 
reclining shepherd and shepherdess (a celebration of whose 
return members of the BGT took part in).

The whole ensemble however probably centred upon the 
statue of the Dancing Faun standing on the relocated Saxon 
Altar, as shown in the cartoon by Rowlandson (above): this 
altar is now in a garden in Yorkshire (see page 5) and plans 
are being drawn up for a replica to be made, hopefully as a 
gift from the estate of the late Mrs Collender. This bequest 
should also cover the cost of a replica of the Dancing Faun. 
This is a common garden statue, and there is a good example 
in marble in the gardens at Hughenden Manor (right).

However, the herms shown in the 
Rowlandson were seriously peripatetic, 
and quickly translated themselves 
to the North Front of the house, 
where they now reside (in replica, the 
originals remain at Mt Aspinall’s zoo 
at Port Lympne). They were most likely 
replaced by the lead shepherds  from 
the Queen’s Theatre, which must have 
been languishing in the stoneyard 
waiting for a new home since the 
relocation of the Queen in the 1760s. 
The 1739 Rigaud engravings (below) 
show the models used, and again, these 
are common features in 18th century 
gardens. Other models are within the 
NT collection at Anglesey Abbey.

It is possible 
that funds might 
be found from 
private sources 
for the replication 
of these figures, 
but again, two-
dimensional cut-

outs could fill the gap until such funds were available.

The Grecian 
Valley iii
The Fane of 
Pastoral Poetry
The theme is 
continued with 
the Fane of 
Pastoral Poetry 
at the top corner 
of the valley, 
where the statue 
of Pastoral 
Poetry, one of 
the tetralogy 
of poetries 
(Pastoral, Heroic, 
Satiric and Lyric) 
acted as the 
guardian spirit of 
the valley. 

The statue depicted here (above) is that from Versailles, 
whereas that at Stowe would have been a pair to that of 
Heroic Poetry on the Grenville Column, but again temporary 
trials could be undertaken with a plywood copy.

The Elysian Fields i
The Temple of Modern Virtue
Built as a ruin, there is now little left of 
the Temple of Modern Virtue (above)
bar some old footings uncovered by 
the NT’s archaeologist some years 
ago. There is no intention to rebuild 
the ruin, but some minor re-erection 
of the lower courses would give a 
worthwhile setting for a replacement 
of the headless torso of King Louis 
XIV. This latter could be in the first 
instance a failed cast from the Cliveden 
Conservation Workshop (as suggested 
by Trevor Proudfoot.)

The Elysian Fields ii
Apollo and the Nine Muses
This set of nine lead statues moved from the Parterre in the 
1730s and were re-erected in the lower part of the Elysian 
Fields, their final position being in a horseshoe shape below 
the Amelian Arch. A temporary exposition could be made 
of the statues again with timber pedestals and plywood cut-
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outs. These could be copied from the Thornhill set on the 
Clarendon Building in Oxford. 

***
It will be really exciting to see more of the statuary ‘chorus’ 

returning to Stowe over the next few years. You may have seen 

The Amelian Arch with its view to the 
Palladian Bridge and Stowe Castle

The Amelian Arch with the semi-
circular site of the Muses

One of Thornhill’s Muses on the 
Clarendon Building, Oxford

that two of the original Saxon Deities were up for sale in a recent 
auction at Christies. Now that the new casts are mellowing in 
and gaining their rich lichen patination, it is surprising to be 
reminded of the crispness and quality of the original sculpture 
sequence, unique to Stowe. 

THE SEVENFOLD ALTAR OF THE SAxON DEiTiES
Charles Boot: a tentative account

It must have been some time around 1995 when I bought a 
copy of Temples of Delight (NT/Pitkin, 1990, 1994) on leaving 
the, then, well book-stocked NT shop at Stowe to read up 
on the landscape gardens and what was happening there, 
under the relatively recent NT ownership. 

It was only the following morning that I started to leaf 
through it looking at the pictures to remind myself of my 
tour, prior to sitting down with a cup of coffee to read the 
text, a good way to fix the visit in my mind, I find. The book 
is a great read, John Martin Robinson’s text complimented 
by a range of old engravings and other illustrations, as well 
as a series of modern, atmospheric, photographs by Jerry 
Harpur, I look forward to reading the new version (see 
previous article).

What made me sit up sharply was the illustration on page 
158 (right), “This urn, photographed in 1914, was among the 
garden ornaments lost in the sale in 1921. Below the urn was 
the sevenfold Altar of the Saxon Deities.”

Well I knew this ‘urn’ well, although I had not laid eyes 
on it for nearly twenty years, I had last seen it sitting in the 
kitchen garden of my grandfather’s house, Bents House, 
not far away from the Ladybower reservoir to the west 
of Sheffield, on the Yorkshire side of the boundary with 
Derbyshire. Bents House forms part of a complex re/built by 
Charles Boot, of the firm Henry Boot, during the 1920s and 
early 1930s, comprising; Sugworth Hall, where he added 
a tower and farm buildings to the existing manor/farm 
house; Bents House built as a home for his son Henry, and 
daughter-in-law, Molly; Moor Lodge, another smaller farm 
house later lived in by Henry’s oldest daughter, Buz and her 
husband George; and the so called ‘Boot’s Folly’ or ‘Cow 
Tower’ on the moor above Strines reservoir.

Charles Boot was a highly successful builder and engineer, 
both in England and throughout mainland Europe. He 
was later to acquire Heatherden Hall in Bucks, which 
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was to become the heart of Pinewood Studios; parts of 
Clumber Hall ended up at his home at Aston-under-Water, 
Derbyshire, Thornbridge Hall; and his head office was at 
Banner Cross Hall in Sheffield. He obviously felt a need 
to put down roots to assert his place amongst the thriving 
business community in Sheffield, where his grandfather 
had started a building business with a single handcart and a 
couple of associates.

He must have acquired the Altar after the 1921 sale, but 
whether he bid for it directly or acquired it from a dealer I 
have been unable to find out. In a folio booklet entitled Men 
of the Day about his home Sugworth Hall, the final page has 
a picture describing the same Altar as “A striking landmark 
in the grounds of Sugworth Hall” (right) implying it had 
been re-erected there, but giving no hint of its provenance. 
I think in fact that the photo is one also taken at Stowe 
and inserted as an afterthought; it shows a very similar 
accumulation of lichen/moss to the picture in Temples of 
Delight, and though taken at a very slightly different angle 
it seems to show very similar trees in the background. 
Certainly the chip out of the side of one of the scooped 
‘seats’ is identical. Assuming it would have been dismantled 
for transport and subsequently re-erected one assumes the 
moss etc would have been dislodged.

As part of the re-erecting of the ‘urn’ this column was 
inscribed (vandalised?), with two inscriptions, the first 
marking the occasion of my grandfather, Henry’s, 21st 
birthday. The second is to my uncle David, on the same 
occasion. By the time it got to his son, Henry again (it would 
have been about 1979ish) he thought the idea to be ‘very 
silly’ and would have nothing to do with it. Whether by this 
stage anyone still knew where the monument was originally 
from there is no record. As far as I know the original Stowe 
inscription is still on the column, the Boot one being on the 
other side only.

In a way it is fitting that the ‘urn’ took on another life, 
though a long way from home. It never seems to have settled 
at Stowe, seeming to be moved at regular intervals, and 
acquiring new roles and decorations as its life continued. 
I will try to delineate these as the record seems somewhat 
scattered, but is not untypical of various other of Stowe’s 
decorations. Perhaps its most useful role is that it forms a 
seat, the seven generous scoops out of the cylinder forming 
an ideal way for a group to sit observing various views, if 
not each other, though whether one should strictly sit in 
an Altar is moot. As such it has formed a useful as well as 
significant role in the story of the gardens.

***
A tentative chronology
Altar of the Saxon Deities: pre-1745
Altar, now without Saxon Deities: from 1743 to 1745 
onwards
Altar with Term: 1750 on, though not mentioned after 1750
Altar with Column and Dancing Faun: by 1805
Queen of Hannover’s Seat: 1840 on

A chronology (many thanks to George Clarke’s Descriptions 
of Stowe, 1700–1750, BAS 1990)
Gilbert West (1732) describes the first incarnation of the 
Saxon Deities, though he specifically does not at this stage 
mention the Altar (l. 311–50) one assumes it was the centre 
part of the temple.

Forsaking now the Covert of the Maze,

Along the broader Walk’s more open space,
Pass we to where a sylvan Temple spreads
Around the Saxon Gods, its hallow’d Shades.
Hail! Gods of our renown’d Fore-Fathers, hail!
Ador’d Protectors once of England’s Weal.
Gods, of a Nation, valiant, wise, and free,
Who conquer’d to establish Liberty!
To whose auspicious Care Britannia owes
Those Laws, on which she stands, by which she rose.
Still may your Sons that noble Plan pursue,
Of equal Government prescrib’d by you.
Nor e’er indignant may you blush to see,
The Shame of your corrupted Progeny!
First radiant Sunna shews his beamy Head,
Mona to Him, and scepter’d Tiw succeed;
Tiw, ancient Monarch of remotest Fame,
Who led from Babel’s Tow’rs the German Name.
And warlike Woden, fam’d for martial Deeds,
From whom great Brunswick’s noble Line proceeds.
Dread Thuner see! on his Imperial Seat,
With awful Magesty, and kingly State
Reclin’d! at his Command black Thunders roll,
And Storms and fiery Tempests shake the Pole.
With various Emblem next fair Friga charms,
Array’’d in female Stole and manly Arms.
Expressive Image of that Double Soul,
Prolifick Spirit that informs the Whole;
Whose Genial Power throughout exerts its Sway,
And Earth, and Sea, and Air, its Laws obey.
Last of the Circle hoary Seatern stands;
Instructive Emblems fill his mystick Hands.
In this a Wheel’s revolving Orb declares
The never-ending Round of rolling Years,
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That holds a Vessel fill’d with fading Flowers
And Fruits collected by the ripening Hours.
Be warn’d from hence, ye Fair Ones! to improve
The transitory Minutes made for Love,
E’er yet th’ inexorable Hand of Time
Robs of its bloomy Sweets your lovely Prime.

In this incarnation they seem to have been in a grove 
somewhere between the King’s Pillar, Sleeping Parlour 
and Nelson’s Seat, ie anywhere in the western wooded belt 
between the House/Parterre and the Home Park, but Sarah 
Bridgeman’s 1739 plan shows them firmly in the triangular 
wood just below Nelson’s Seat, Lady Temple’s Spinney.

Jeremiah Milles (1 July, 1735): “Next to this we came to 
what they call the Sylvan temple dedicated to the Saxon 
Gods. It is a grove with a sort of Altar in the middle. Round 
it are the statues of the seven Saxon Gods, from whom we 
take the names of our days”, apparently there is a rough 
sketch with this description (BL Add. MS 15776, ff. 2–10)

In the manuscript found amongst the Stowe papers at the 
Huntingdon, dated 1738 we have:

“Passing through one Wing of the Wilderness, you cross 
over a long Grass Walk (facing part of the house) into the 
other Wing, in the centre of which is the Saxon Temple 
(or rather Grove) so calld from having the Statues of the 
Deities revered by the Old Saxons, placed in it, viz, Sol, 
Luna, Tubesco, Woden, Thor, Friga, Saturnus, which were 
respectively worshipped on their particular Days of the 
Week.

“This Temple is a Circular Plantation and in the outline 
of it, within, is placed the Seven Images abovenamed, 
and in the Centre of the Circle is a Large Stone Altar with 
seven niches in it for the Priests to officiate in to the Deity 
of each Day. Whether this form of the Altar is imaginary, 
or whither the True representation of their Antient Altar, 
I don’t pretend to determine, but if the latter, sure the 
Saxons were very little addicted to Ceremony and imagined 
these Hebdomedal Deities to be no nice Eaters, since they 
presumed to feed tem all in so Slovenly a Manner off one 
Trencher”.

In the Appendix of the third edition of Daniel Defoe’s Tour 
thro’ the Whole Island of Great Britain, as updated by Samuel 
Richardson in 1742, [this formed the basis of Seeley’s first 
guide published two years later] we find:

“We proceeded from hence [Coucher’s Obelisk] to the 
Saxon Temple, which is a solemn Grove with the seven 
Saxon Deities presiding over the several Days of the week, 
placed in niches: and in the middle of them stands an Altar, 
as for Sacrifice. All the Statues are extremely good, and in 
this Scene agreeably strikes the Mind with Serenity and 
Composure.”

The next description is in (probably) Samuel Boyse’s poem 
The Triumph of Nature (also 1742, l.140–55):

“But solemn scenes demand th’ attentive muse,
Such as the Druids lov’d of old to chuse;
For lo conspicuous16 stands the awful grove
Sacred to Woden, and the Saxon Jove:
Around the central altar seem to stand,
The gods ador’d by Hengist’s17 valiant band;
Life seems each breathing figure to inform,
A godlike freedom, and a noble scorn!
O glorious race! O nation dear to fame!
Eternal founders of the British name!
From whom Albion grateful draws

Her long-establish’d rights— her sacred laws.
Tho in the Gulph of wasting time were lost
Each antient monument your name can boast,
Yet in this hallow’d shrine shallone remain,
While freedom lives to bless Britannia’s plain!”

Of more use is that footnote 16: ‘The Saxon temple is an 
altar plac’d in an open grove, round which the 7 deities 
of this nation, that give name to the days of the week, are 
placed. The statues are all finished, and the scene solemn. 
Their names are Sunna for Sunday; Mona or Luna, Monday; 
Tiw answering to Tuesday; Woden the Saxon Mars, to 
Wednesday; Thor or Thuner the Saxon Jove, to Thursday; 
Friga, the Saxon Pallas and Venus, to Friday; and Seaturn, 
the Saxon Saturn, to Saturday’. 

In 1745 George Vertue described: “A Saxon Temple, round 
it seven deities who gave their names to the days of the 
week cut in stone, done by Mr Rysbract.” (vol III, p.133). 
According to Clarke though, this date might not be reliable.

[It must have been shortly after this that the Deities 
were removed to their new site near the Gothic Temple, 
because…]

In Seeley’s first Guide Book of 1745(p.8): 
“The Saxon Temple,
With an altar placed in an open Grove, round which the 

seven Deities of the Nation, that give name to the Days 
of the Week, were placed, which are since removed to the 
Gothic building”. 

Was it now that it acquired a compensatory Term as an 
adornment to cheer up the now deserted altar? Bickham 
shows it so adorned in 1750.

Thus we arrive at the Altar’s second state though so far 
unmoved.

A text based on William Gilpin’s Dialogue upon the Gardens 
… at Stow in Buckinghamshire (1748) was to form the basis 
for Seeley’s (and indeed Bickham’s) Guide Books published 
over the next decades. The Saxon Gods get a mention in the 
dialogue between Callophilus and Polypthon…

“Polypth.  … Our Attention, I think, in the next Place, is 
demanded by this venerable Assembly. That old Gentleman 
there sits with great Dignity: I like his Attitude extremely: 
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If I understood the Runic Character, I might have known 
probably (for this Inscription I fancy would inform me) 
by what Title he is distinguished. But the Gracefulness of 
his Posture discovers him to have been nothing less than 
an Hero of the first Rank. He puts me in Mind of a Roman 
Senator, sitting in his Curule Chair to receive the Gauls.

Calloph.  Why, Sir, you have done him great Honour I 
must own; but you have not yet honoured him according 
to his Dignity: He is nothing less, Sir, I assure you, than 
the Representative of a Saxon Deity. You see here Thor 
and Woden fabled Gods —with the whole System of your 
Ancestor’s Theology. Walk round the Assembly, they will 
smile upon a true Briton, and try if you can acknowledge 
each by his difficult Symbol.

Polypth.  I must confess they do not to me seem 
accoutered like Gods: For my Part, I should rather 
suspect them to be Statues of Heroes and Lawgivers, 
metamorphised into Divinities by the Courtesy of the 
Place: I shall not however go about to dispute their Titles; 
but like my good Ancestors before me, acquiesce piously 
in what other People tell me. — Tho’ I cannot say but that 
Lady there, bearing the Sun (who represents I suppose 
Sunday) looks whimsical enough; and makes just such an 
Appearance as I could imagine the misled Conception of 
an enthusiastic Saxon might mould his Deities into. But in 
these other Figures I must own I cannot see Superstition at 
all characterized, which you may observe generally forms 
its Objects of Worship into the most mis-created things that 
can possibly enter the Imagination of Man.

Calloph.  Why, Sir, amongst the Greeks and Romans, you 
may observe several very well-shaped Deities: The Hercules, 
the Apollo, and the Venus, are at this Day Standards of 
Beauty.

Polypth. Yes; but I am apt to attribute this rather to 
the Imagination of their Sculptors, than their Priests. To 
shew Art, rather than to express Religion, was the Point 
aimed at in these enchanting Pieces of Workmanship. 
— But when Superstition acted without Controul; when 
the fanatic Notions of Priests were put into the Hands of 
ordinary Workmen, even amongst the polite Greeks and 
Romans themselves, Lord! what misshapen Monsters 
crouded into Temples, and reared themselves aloft above 
Altars! Search other Countries likewise, Egypt and Africa, 
China and Japan, or any Place either ancient or modern, 
where Superstition prevails, and I dare engage in the whole 
Catalogue of their Deities you will scarce meet with one that 
bears any thing like the human Shape.

Calloph.  Why their Demi-Gods, or canonized Heroes, 
of which all pagan Nations had Abundance, were generally 
I fancy represented in the human Form. And these Saxon 
Divinities, I suppose, pretend not to any superior Rank 
— But however, as no Degree of Veneration is exacted 
from you, you may I think let them rest quietly upon their 
Pedestals, without any farther Molestation. — We have a 
good View into the Country from hence. Those Woods are 
extremely elegant in their kind; we must certainly contrive 
to take a Ride thither some Evening. They are laid out in a 
very fine Manner, and cut into very beautiful Ridings.

Post 1750
Bickham’s Guide for 1750 also says:

“The Saxon Temple
“Not far from this [The Temple of Bacchus] is the Saxon 

Temple: it is an Altar placed in an open Grove, round which 
the Seven Deities of this Nation, that gave name to the 
Days of the Week, were placed; which are since removed 
to the Gothic Building, which we shall treat in its place.” 
[illustrated as above].

It merits no mention at all in Seeley’s Guide for 1763, 
though there is still a circular Grove shown on the 
accompanying map. At this stage the landscape facing the 
Temple of Concord and Victory is described thus, “Here 
is a large and delightful Vale adorned with Statues of 
various Kinds, intermixed with clumps of Trees beautifully 
disposed.” (p.31)

The same Grove appears on the map accompanying 
the Guide for 1773, together with the same description of 
the Vale (p.29) though now supplemented by this, along 
“a gravel path now leads by the Statue of Hercules and 
Antaeus, skirting the Valley, to the Circle of the dancing 
Faun, surrounded with the statues of Shepherds and 
Shepherdesses.

“And every shepherd tells his tale
Under a hawthorn in the Dale.” (p.30)
[Is it possible that the Altar, though not described as 

such, has become the base for the copy of the Dancing Faun 
(after the model in the Uffizi) that lay near the Temple of 
Concord and Victory, as it was to appear in the Rowlandson 
drawing of 1805? If the Dancing Faun was erected just on 
the simple, though proportional column it was later to 
rest on it would have been a much smaller plinth than the 
surrounding shepherds and shepherdesses and indeed the 
other sculptural groups in the Vale all of which are on a 
much grander scale.]

Interestingly the Grove [now described as the Temple 

A C19 stereographic photograph of the Dancing Faun  
in the Uffizi gallery, Florence

Wood (p.12)] seems to have disappeared from the map that 
appears in the 1783 Guide. And again the same wording as 
in 1773.

Is it safe to assume that the Saxon Altar had made such 
a move? After all, even bereft of its cast of Deities it is still 
mentioned in the earlier Guides? 

The Rowlandson drawing of 1805 (see page 4) shows the 
Dancing Faun on a column, on top of the Altar. The column 
is much the same proportion that later came to have the 
Urn placed on it, but the drawing shows it surrounded by 
the familiar Stowe ‘Terms’, not ‘Saxon Deities’, or indeed 
‘shepherds and shepherdesses’. Does this mean that it had 
migrated back to the western side of the garden, or that 
it had merely moved the short distance from its original 
setting between Nelson’s Seat and the Temple of Bacchus, 
to one further down the Walk, now roughly in front of the 
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Roxburgh Hall (Bevington Stowe 1995, p.150)?
Of the dancing Faun Bevington says “The Dancing faun 

was set in an angle near Lee’s Bastion by 1748, perhaps 
where the pyramid had been for two years from 1724. 
Probably in 1751 it was replaced by Coucher’s Obelisk and 
moved to its Circle of shepherds in the Grecian Valley, from 
where it migrated, possibly to the Orangery, between 1797 
and 1817.

He also suggests that the Terms were probably moved to 
the Screen walls in the 1780s.

The final accounts come in the catalogues to the great 
Stowe Sales.
1848 Catalogue [p.xxv]
“The Temple of Bacchus
“… A STONE SEAT, surmounted by a pedestal and an URN, 
is also erected near the Temple of Bachus, to commemorate 
the royal visits of Her majesty Queen Adelaide, the King of 
Hanover, and the Duchess of Gloucester, in the years 1840 
and 1843. The Latin inscriptions thereon were composed at 
Stowe, by the late Henry Halford, and the quotations from 

Horace were selected by the late Mr. Thomas Grenville. …”
and in that sale’s First Supplemental Catalogue [p.269]
“Sculpture.
“Orangery Garden
[Lot] “94   The dancing faun — plaster… Agent £4.4.0”
Would a plaster statue really be kept outside or is it more 

likely that it was lead, as we always assumed, and this along 
with “93   The wrestlers — a plaster cast” were figures 
temporarily placed outside? or were these merely smaller 
plaster versions for inside study?
1921 Catalogue
“The Walk [ie ornaments and temples lying on a circuit 
starting at the west of the mansion]

“Lot 3812   A large carved stone vase on a circular stone 
pedestal, with inscription on a massive stone base, with 7 
hollow niches forming seats. “

[The statue of the dancing Faun is not listed among the 
items in the gardens, though I can’t say that doesn’t appear 
earlier in the catalogue.] 

WiLLiAM WOOD & SON, NURSERyMEN, TAPLOW
Elias Kupfermann

Plans now afoot to turn the Bishop Centre in Taplow into a 
new Tesco supermarket are, understandably, being met with 
great public opposition locally. Established in the 1960s, the 
Bishop Centre is the country’s oldest out-of-town shopping 
centre. But the commercial history of the area is much older 
and once boasted the site of William Wood & Son, landscape 
designers and nurserymen who were patronised by the 
Royal family. 

The firm William Wood and Son can be traced back 
to 1850, when William Wood (1818–69) founded a coal 
merchants business in north London at the North British 
Wharf in Wood Green. This was located adjacent to Wood 
Green Railway Station. William Wood was later joined by 
his son James London Wood, who took over the running of 
the firm after his father’s death in 1869. It was not until the 
early 1890s, under James L Wood, that the company started 
to sell ‘horticultural sundries’ as well as coal and lime. 

By 1914, however, the firm was operating on a far 
grander scale as horticulturalists. They are described as 
‘horticultural specialists, estate and garden contractors, 
specialists in rock and water gardens, stone temples, sellers 
of mowing machines and horticultural implements’. By this 
time, the firm was becoming quite large and employed 30 
men. 

In 1924, the Great Northern railway line was extended and 
William Wood & Son had to move. An advertisement in the 
Gardeners’ Chronicle of 1924 announced that ‘William Wood 
& Son are leaving their premises at North British Wharf, 
Wood Green, London to the Beechwood Works in Taplow, 
Buckinghamshire.’ A Kelly’s Directory for 1924 describes the 
firm as ‘Royal Horticulturists and Garden Designers and 
contractors, Beechwood Works, Telephone 79, Burnham; 
Telegrams ‘Gardening Taplow’. Woods remained a family 
firm until the 1960s. In 1929, Denis Wood (the Grandson of 
James London Wood) left Magdalen College, Oxford, where 
he had been studying, to join the family firm. He had been 
a pupil of the author and lecturer C S Lewis (of Chronicles of 
Narnia fame), who had taught at the College from 1925–54. 

An Ordnance Survey map of 1931 shows that the works 
were now known as the ‘Horticulture Requisite Works’. 
Wood’s nursery had expanded a little further on the 
southern side of the Bath Road. The site of the nursery is 
marked by the modern ‘Nursery Road’ and extended to 
what is now the Sainsbury’s superstore. By 1935, William 
Wood and Son are described as ‘garden contractors and 
horticultural builders to HM King George VI. They were 
famous for their landscape designs and were often referred 
to as ‘the Harrods of landscape designers’, a reputation 
which was to last until the 1990s. 

Wood & Son of Taplow were involved in commissions 
all over the country and were known as ‘the Rolls Royce 
of landscape designers’. They did however do a number 
in their native area of Buckinghamshire. They produced a 
yearly catalogue of their recent commissions which a few 
survive mostly for the 1930s; included in these brochures 
are a few Buckinghamshire commissions

In c.1930 Wood & Son Ltd designed and executed a garden 
for the crime writer Edgar Wallace at Chalklands in Bourne 

Willam Wood & Son Ltd promotional booklet, see also BG 29/30
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End. Wallace had purchased the house in 1929 so that 
could be near the film studios at Beaconsfield. A catalogue 
dated to c.1930 describes this as ‘Formal garden with paved 
walk, steps and circular pool’. The house and garden soon 
became a social centre for celebrities who came to his famed 
weekend parties.

Also in around 1930 the firm worked on a formal garden and 
garden house for the MP Norman Birkett at his house Challens 
Green in Chalfont St Giles. Woods’ also provided a greenhouse 
in 1930 to a newly built property in Dukeswood Avenue in 
Gerrards Cross. In 1935 Wood & Son built several large green 
houses at Denham Film Studios for London Film Productions 
Ltd. The film studios closed in 1952 when they were merged 
with Pinewood Studios. The Art Deco studio buildings and the 
greenhouses were demolished in the late 1970s. The area is 
now known as the Broadwater Business Park. 

In c.1937 Wood’s worked on garden of a large country 
house in Burnham known as East Burnham Grange (later 
Burnham Grange) which was owned by a JH Garnett. The 
house and gardens are now part of the Burnham Beeches 
Hotel. Shortly after this date William Wood & Son started 
to landscape the areas around the factories of the Slough 
Trading Estate. These including landmarks along the Bath 
Road such as Ronald Trist & Co. and later in the 1950s, a 
new factory for Aspro-Nicholas

In 1966 Wood & Son were given a commission to design 
a garden around the Aviary at Waddeston Manor. This was 
part of a scheme of work which the American born designer 
Lanning Roper was working on. It is possible that further 
Buckinghamshire commissions will come to light as the 
research progresses. The work was executed partly for the 
National Trust and partly for Lord Rothschild.

In 1966 the Wood & Son were bought out by Jack Bishop, 
who turned a plant selling business into a garden centre but 
kept the firm’s name for the nursery side of the business. 
Over the next ten years, other retail units started to appear 
and the idea of an out-of-town shopping centre was 
born. William Wood & Son continued to act as landscape 
gardeners and, in the 1970s, designed a lake for John 
Lennon at Tittenhurst Park in Ascot and a swimming pool 
for the ‘Carry On’ star Sid James in Ealing [Iver Heath? ed]. 
It is a shame that this thriving centre has to make way for 
another Tesco store development.

William Wood & Son Buckinghamshire Commissions 
(1929–64); an initial list
Aspro-Nicholas, Bath Road, Slough (1958): Landscaping 

around new factory. Architects: J Douglass Matthews & 
Partners.

Biclarry, Dukes Wood Avenue, Gerrards Cross (1930): 
Greenhouse for Mr R Binder (Eton RDC Plans).

Bourne End (Location Unknown) (1935–36): Octagonal 
Rose Garden and Cottage Garden.

Bourne End (Location Unknown) (1929): Riverside 
Bungalow

Buckinghamshire (location unknown) (c.1930): Hard lawn 

tennis court and Norfolk reed thatched garden house.
Buckinghamshire (location unknown) (1962): Rose Garden 

designed by Kenneth & Patricia Booth.
Burnham (Location Unknown) (1929): Bungalow with 

Columbian Red Cedar weatherboarding
Chalklands, (off Blind Lane), Bourne End (c.1930): Formal 

garden with paved walk, steps and circular pool, tennis 
courts and changing hut for Edgar Wallace.

Challens Green, Chalfont St Giles (c.1930): Formal garden 
and garden house for Norman Birkett MP.

Denham Film Studios, Denham (1935–36): Greenhouses for 
London Film Productions td.

East Burnham Grove, Burnham (1937–38): Garden design 
for J.H. Garnett.

Eton College (1929): Luxmore Memorial Garden Shelter.
Great Missenden (n.d.): Range of Greenhouses with potting 

shed and stokery for James Mackenzie, Esq.
Highfields, Henley Road, Marlow (1932): Entrance Gates for 

Charles Glidden Osborne.
i.C.i., Slough (c.1950): Sports Grounds
Jacksons Millboard and Fibre Co. Ltd. Bourne End  (n.d.): 

Two hard lawn tennis courts; now redeveloped.
North Thames Gas Board, Iver (c.1950): Sports ground.
Penn, Bucks (Location Unknown) (1935–36): Pergola of 

Brick & Tile Columns.
Ronald Trist & Co., Bath Road, Slough (1939): Garden 

treatment along road frontage; Architect: L. Milner 
White, F.I.L.A.

Lascelles Playing Fields, Slough (1932): Entrance Gates to 
Park for Slough Urban District Council.

Lascelles Playing Fields, Slough (1934): Wrought iron 
fencing and entrance gates to Park for Slough Urban 
District Council. 

St Helens Cable Company, Slough (n.d.) Pavilion erected on 
sports ground.

Uplands, Four Ashes, Hughenden (1935–36): York stone 
steps from rose garden to upper lawn for Lady Murray.

Waddeston Manor, Aylesbury (1964): planting design 
around Aviary with Lanning Roper for Lord Rothschild / 
National Trust.

THE SPECiAL RELATiONSHiP LiVES ON AT BLETCHLEy PARK
Mavis Batey and Sarah Rutherford

The American Garden Trail at Bletchley Park was 
inaugurated in 2004 by the American Charge d’Affaires to 

commemorate the 300 Ultra Americans who worked there, 
by planting their state flower emblems and some state trees 

William Wood sites 
in Bucks, 1924-64
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round the lake. Now on the 70th anniversary of America 
coming into the Second World War the tree planting is being 
continued, thanks to a Tree Fund donated by veterans. 

A gathering of Second World War Bletchley Park 
veterans, their families and representatives from GCHQ 
in Cheltenham occurred on Sunday 4 September 2011 
at Bletchley Park, in part to remember the American 
connections of the Leon family. 

exchange transactions had been needed and Herbert Leon 
was a director of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company 
and his second wife Fanny a shareholder. Telegraphic 
communications with America were previously by  electric 
wired landline and Atlantic submarine cable.

The War Office had been able to censor WWI cable traffic 
but a new problem arose with wireless communications. 
How to monitor Germany secret messages? France 
proposed jamming them but Britain, with great foresight 
for WWII reached an agreement to allow them to function 
on the air with the intention of intercepting and reading 
the messages. The Leons would have been amazed to hear 
that their American connection would one day turn their 
home into a Signals Intelligence centre and that their prized 
Wellingtonia tree outside the mansion would provide an 
aerial mast for MI6’s Station X.

We assembled in Lady Fanny Leon’s morning room 
where she would have kept her eyes on comings and 
goings, from the 1890s until her death in the 1930s. The 
day was introduced by former President of the Garden 
History Society, Mrs Mavis Batey, one of very few skilled 
female cryptanalyists who, together with the late Margaret 
Rock, worked at Bletchley in the renowned Dilly Knox’s 
‘Intelligence Services Knox’ (ISK). Mavis uniquely links 
garden history with the history of the Second World War 
codebreaking at Bletchley Park.

The Leon Family of Bletchley Park
The wealth that enabled Herbert Leon to build his 
flamboyant new Bletchley Park in 1883 came from being 
part of the successful Leon brothers stockbroker business. 
As a wealthy stockbroker, company director, and newspaper 
proprietor, he needed to find a country estate with good 
communications with London. Bletchley Park, 40 miles 
from London adjoining Bletchley railway Junction was ideal. 
Having screened out the industrial activity by planting the 
new American evergreen coniferous trees, he had a gate 
made in the park wall to make a station entrance. In 1938 
Admiral Sinclair, the head of Special Intelligence Service, 
better known as MI6, would find the fast train service to 
his London HQ ideal for his several secret sections as a war 
evacuation retreat. 

Trees were not Herbert Leon’s only American connection. 
He became a baronet in the 1911 Coronation honours 
for King George V for having opened the American 
stock market for Britain when a financial adviser to 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, his good friend Lloyd 
George, a frequent visitor to Bletchley Park. Herbert Leon 
was also part of the early communications revolution for 
which wartime Bletchley Park would later become world 
famous. Swift communications with America for stock 

Lady Leon in her Morning Room, surrounded by flowers

Suzie Leon and a representative of the American Embassy unveil 
the Sophora japonica later planted in front of the mansion

VIP guests at the Bletchley Park Enigma Reunion on 
Sunday 4 September 2011. Front row, left to right veterans 
of the work during the Second World War: Diane Curzon, 

Rosamond Twinn, Mavis Batey, Sir Arthur Bonsall

In continuance of the American Garden trail inaugurated 
in 2004 to commemorate D-Day and the 300 Americans 
who joined Bletchley Park in preparation for the liberation 
of Europe, we were also remembering the earlier Leon 
American connection. In 1897 it is recorded that Lady 
Fanny Leon brought back from Washington after one of 
their business trips, the seeds of a Sophora japonica. The 
subsequent tree is mentioned in the Gardeners’ Chronicle 
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article of 1914 as a prominent feature in the view from the 
Morning Room window. At our gathering a replacement 
Sophora tree was dedicated by Mrs Suzie Leon, the wife of 
Sir Herbert Leon’s grandson, a trustee of the Bletchley Park 
Trust and a representative of the US equivalent of GCHQ 
in Maryland in the presence of veterans and their families 
as well as GCHQ representatives. It has been planted on 
the lawn in front of the house so that once more there is a 
Sophora visible from the Morning Room window.

In WW2 this room became Commander Denniston’s 
room, he being the nominal Director of Bletchley Park and 
the person who nursed what Churchill called the ‘special 
relationship’ with America even before they came into the 
war officially. In fact it was in early 1941 that Commander 
Denniston watched the first mission arrive from these 
windows and told his secretary Barbara Abernethy to bring 
in the sherry and depart and never breathe a word that they 
had entertained Americans. In another special relationship 
Barbara would later marry Joe Eachus, one of the Americans 
who arrived before D-Day, whose state emblem has already 
been planted. Commander Denniston’s granddaughters 
were also welcomed at the event. 

Batey, Batey, Rock and Twinn
After lunch an important presentation was made by GCHQ, 
a representative of which presented Mavis Batey with 
the ‘History of Abwehr Codebreaking’. This unpublished 
document was dubbed ‘Batey, Batey, Rock and Twinn’ after 
its four authors, Keith and Mavis Batey, Margaret Rock and 
Peter Twinn. Sadly Keith died last year, and the late Peter 
Twinn was represented by his wife Rosamond. At the end 
of the war each Bletchley Park section wrote its history. The 
reports of Hut 8 and Hut 6, covering German Naval, Army 
and Airforce codebreaking, have already been released, but 
the report relating to the German Secret Service, or Abwehr, 
the equivalent of MI6, remained classified. GCHQ has 
released hundreds of thousands of World War II documents, 
but only one other technical history. It is understandably 
cautious about releasing technical histories: surprisingly 
some wartime methods are still relevant today. 

Mavis Lever, as she was before her marriage to Keith, was 
not quite 19 when she arrived at Bletchley in May 1940, she 

had been only part way through her degree at University 
College, London, in the German Romantic poets. Ralph 
Erskine, the leading authority on wartime work at Bletchley 
Park, related the following to us at the presentation: ‘Mavis 
was thrown in at the deep end, being greeted by Dilly Knox 
with “Hallo, we’re breaking machines. Have you got a 
pencil? Here, have a go.” He then handed her some sheets 
of gibberish made more difficult by his scrawls, and expected 
her to get on with it. Lesser mortals would have given up, 
but despite finding it ‘all Greek’ initially, Mavis was soon a 
key member of the ISK team. 

Her invaluable contribution to ISK’s work led Dilly to write 
‘Give me a Lever [Mavis] and a Rock [Margaret] and I will 
move the Universe’. By the end of the war ISK had solved 
the wirings of no less than ten different Enigma machines. 
Mavis solved the GGG Enigma machine, made crucial 
contributions to the solutions of Enigmas, and broke many 
vital signals, including some leading to a much-needed 
naval victory in the Battle of Cape Matapan off Greece in 
March 1941. The release of this impressive history will help 
to ensure that all those who worked in ISK will never be 
forgotten.’

***

We are delighted to hear that Bletchley has just gained 
a £4.6 million grant from the HLF. It will ‘enable the 
restoration of key codebreaking huts and create a world-
class visitor centre at the Buckinghamshire site; new 
exhibitions and interactive displays will bring Bletchley’s 
story alive’. The investment will enable the restoration of 
iconic Codebreaking Huts 1, 3 and 6 and create a world-
class visitor centre and exhibition in the currently derelict 
Block C as soon as £1.7 million in match funding has been 
raised. 

Not only will this development allow the conservation 
of buildings of highly-significant heritage value, it will 
considerably improve the educational offering and visitor 
experience at Bletchley Park. The Bletchley Park Trust has 
now launched the ‘Action This Day’ campaign to raise the 
match funding needed. Please go to:  
www.bletchleypark.org.uk/content/contact/donation/
support.rhtm for details of how to support it.

WAR MEMORiALS TRUST
Frances Moreton, Director

The War Memorials Trust works to protect and conserve 
war memorials across the UK. The charity provides advisory 
and advocacy services and its website has a wealth of 
information on a range of war memorial issues. It is seeking 
to raise awareness, as we approach the centenary of World 
War I, so anyone with a concern about a war memorial 
knows where they can find help. 

Many war memorials are found in gardens, or have 
associated landscaped surrounds. You may notice them 
when visiting gardens or travelling around the county. War 
Memorial Trust encourages everyone to keep an eye on war 
memorials in their area, if you have any concerns about war 
memorials you come across please let us know.  

The Trust administers grants which can assist with the 
repair and conservation of war memorials. An ‘Expression 
of interest’ form should be completed by anyone seeking 

help. Grants are offered at 50% of eligible costs and, 
depending on the scheme through which works are eligible, 
can be up to £20,000. 

War memorial conservation projects have been supported 
through our grant schemes across Buckinghamshire. 
Examples can be found on our website:  
www.warmemorials.org/search-grants

In the War Memorial Gardens on the Broadway in 
Amersham, works were undertaken on both the World War I 
memorial cross and the World War II plaque in 2006. The 
WWI memorial is a Portland stone cross fleury crucifix, with 
fleur-de-lys style crockets around the arms of the cross. It 
was dedicated by the Bishop of Buckingham on 10th July 
1921. It was moved from St Mary’s churchyard to its present 
location in 1949 when the garden was laid out as the town’s 
memorial to those who fell in World War II. The inscription 
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To the glory of God
and in everlasting memory

of the men of this parish
who fell in the Great War

Greater love hath no man than
this, that a man lay down his life

for his friends
1939–1945

Sarah Rutherford responds:
Having looked at the Monks Risborough case study we were 
a bit concerned about the materials and width of the new 
path leading up to the memorial; it seems quite different in 
character to the original low key random laid paving, and 
much more dominant along with the lowered platform, 
the new step below the cross having a different texture, 

on the plaque reads:
This garden of remembrance is laid out 
in honoured memory of those from this 
parish who made the supreme sacrifice 

in the World War 1939–1945
Monks Risborough war memorial is a 

Celtic wheel cross which stands on the 
corner of Mill Lane and Aylesbury Road 
in a landscaped area. The memorial is 
within Monks Risborough conservation 
area and is grade II listed. A grant of 
£1,500 was awarded towards works 
necessary to conserve the memorial and 
ensure it as accessible and safe. The 
local community was also consulted 
about the possibility of moving the 
memorial but they felt the original site 
should be honoured so works were 
undertaken to make this suitable. The 
inscription on the memorial reads:
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The Amersham Memorial before restoration The Amersham Memorial after restoration

The Monks Risborough Memorial has been raised with an extra 
step under the celtic cross, changing the profile, and new paving 

has been laid, though retaining a step. Detail below; note the new 
textured concret paving and extra ‘step’ up to memorial cross
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and changing its profile. Is this new paving historically 
authentic? Was anyone concerned that this was an issue to 
be considered? The former paving is typical of the 1920s 
(it was erected in 1921) and I suspect it may have been part 
of the original setting for the memorial. The new paving 
(textured concrete squares) does not seem to fit in with 
this character. It would be interesting to know if the War 
Memorials Trust advise on things like this when the Trust 
awards these sorts of grants. Being an organisation whose 
main interest is historic designed landscapes the BGT 
naturally have an eye for these things. 

In reply to our enquiry, Frances mentioned the inevitable 
accessibility issue, but is that relevant here? War memorials 
are often the only piece of public art in small villages and 

local communities, and usually came out of a local campaign 
and subscriptions. Unusual consideration was given to their 
design and placing, and repairs should be correspondingly 
carefully undertaken.

War Memorials Trust is an independent registered 
charity which relies upon voluntary income and support to 
undertake its work. It has members across the country many 
of whom take on a more active role as Regional Volunteers, 
acting as the Trust’s ‘eyes and ears’ in their area. 

For further information contact War Memorials Trust: 
0300 123 0764, email: info@warmemorials.org  
or: www.warmemorials.org with an inventory appearing at: 
www.ukniwm.org.uk

THE MOTOR CARRiAGE HOUSE AT THE MERE, UPTON PARK, SLOUGH
Sarah Rutherford

This motor house was built in 1901 close to the main 
entrance to the Mere from Upton Park. It was to house 
motors owned by Richard Bentley the Younger who owned 
one of the first motor cars to come to England, a 1895 
Daimler-Benz. His fine collection of motors also included a 
Panhard & Levassor and a Thornycroft Tourer. 

At this time a new type of building was needed to house 
the horseless carriage which was a novelty but quickly being 
taken up by the rich: the motor house. At The Mere the 
motor house replaced an earlier carriage house and stable 
block near the main house. Its date of construction, 1901, 
is recorded in a date stone on the wall with its builder’s 
initials in a stone opposite. This is an early example of what 
we would now call a garage, built just when motor cars were 
starting to compete with horse-drawn vehicles. In 1903 
the motor house was extended to provide accommodation 
for the Bentley’s chauffeur and the exterior wall of the 
extension contains a date stone recording this. 

A different style to the main house was chosen for this 
prestigious if functional building, but it was still intended 
to be an ornamental part of the Bentley estate. It was built 
of brick with an oversailing roof and embellished with 
quirky ornamental details such as the inscription over the 
vehicle doorway and the stone surround to the pedestrian 
doorway. The inscription, in medio tutissimus ibis, is from 
the Roman poet Ovid which means ‘you will travel safest 
by taking a middle course’, an apt quote considering the 
purpose of the building. It also demonstrates the family’s 
familiarity with the Classics. The rear of the building has a 
beautiful stone Oriel window, a popular type of Victorian 
bay window.

Today an Educational Use for the Mere: the NFER
The Bentley family sold The Mere in the early 1960s. In 
1964 the house and garden were bought by the charitable 
National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) 
which still occupies the site. NFER is one of the world’s 
largest educational research organisations. It is the UK’s 
largest independent provider of research, assessment and 
information services for education, training and children’s 
services. Some alterations were made to the house, but 
during nearly fifty years of ownership by the NFER it has 
been carefully maintained and contains original features 
including fireplaces, gaslight fittings and panelling. 

During the 1960s this building (the motor carriage 
house) became the print room for the NFER. This is where 
many national exam papers were printed and distributed 
throughout the country. It has now been restored to its 
former appearance and has kindly been loaned by the NFER 
to Slough Borough Council for use as this interpretation 
centre, for the newly restored park.

Take a few moments to look at the interior and exterior 
of this curious little building when you make a vist to the 
restored Upton Park. Admire the rash of ornamental details 
and read the quotation above the doorway, and imagine 
parking a veteran car in here. 

The newly restored Motor House at The Mere, Upton Park 
Slough, part of the outbuildings that surround teh former Bentley 

family residence. Note the proximity of the new buildings. 
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ASCOTT PARK, OxFORSHiRE 
A report on the Excavations, August 2009
John Steane, reproduced by kind permission of the Oxfordshire Gardens Trust

Travellers between Stadhampton and Chalgrove will have 
noticed the rather forlorn series of six grey stone gate piers 
overlooking the side of the road. These marked the site of a 
great 17th-century house belonging to the Dormer family. 
Beyond the wall is a green pasture with avenues of ancient 
lime trees leading the eye into the distance. Punctuating 
the view are two little brick buildings, one a dovecot and 
the other a two-storey summerhouse. Between them is a 
long green bank or terrace. We are looking at the site of 
a vanished mansion, surrounded by an extensive earth 
worked garden.

The site belongs to Oxfordshire County Council, which 
acquired the area around after the First World War to 
build houses and smallholdings for returning soldiers, 
‘homes fit for heroes’. The council have created, together 
with the Oxfordshire Buildings Trust, an historical trail 
attached to a circular walk to attract more visitors and 
to interpret the site for them. The council and the Trust 
decided to carry out excavations here in August 2009 to 
improve their understanding of the site. They employed 
Brian Dix, the renowned garden archaeologist, to direct the 
programme. Volunteer diggers were gathered from Oxford 
and neighbouring villages. They were stationed in a barn, 
specially cleaned for the occasion by the farmer, Mr John 
Osborne. Armed with brand new shovels, spades, trowels, 
brooms and wheelbarrows they issued out. 

So what was found? To begin with a couple of trenches 
showed that the great bank or terrace across the field had 
been revetted with walls of brick and stone on either side. 
A trench laid at 90 degrees across it showed that it had 
been built up of layers of clay and gravel that had been 
dug from the irregular shaped hole in the centre of the 
field. This appeared likely to have been the basement of 
the former house which Anthony à Wood had described as 
being burned down in 1662. It had been the mansion of the 
Dormer family. Our trench failed to locate the house with 
certainty, although robber trenches were seen in the section. 
No sign of burning was seen. 

A second major find was that the upper parterre was 
crisscrossed with gravel-lined paths. These went round the 
rectangle and converged upon a flight of seven steps, which 
led down into a lower garden flanked by trees and a canal. 
These steps were built on a foundation of bricks with gaps 
between them acting as drainage channels. 

A volunteer digger excavates what turned out to be a set of seven steps
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We also examined the foundations of the gate piers next 
to the road (above). They were built below ground on 
foundations of stone blocks linked by walls between them. A 
trench cut across the entrance showed that a metalled road 
had never been built to connect the entrance with the house. 
Either it was never built or maybe the gate piers were there 
simply to direct eyes from the house through the vista into 
the open country.

So much for information gained about the site. What about 
the artefacts? Obviously building materials such as brick, 
roof tile, floor tile, pieces of worked stone including steps 
from the flight mentioned were among these. There was also 
occupation material, bones, oyster shells, wine bottles, a 
piece of Westerwald tankard in German stoneware dated to 
1650–70, tobacco pipes, window glass, brown glazed pottery.

In some ways the excavations posed as many questions 
as they answered. Where, for instance, was the house? The 
resistivity survey, done before the excavations, showed 
piles of rubble to the north and east of the basement-
sized hole we mentioned above. Was it a question of the 
landscape around the house site being worked on before 
the completion of the house? A plan of c.1700 showed a 
detailed drawing of the garden and a black square where the 
house appears to have been. Was this a proposal for work 
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REPORTS ON BUCKS GARDENS TRUST’S SUMMER ViSiTS, 2011
From various members

to be done, or a record of what was visible at that date? We 
look forward with interest to the report which Brian Dix is 

preparing. Maybe further work is needed to fill in the blanks 
which at present remain.

The overall site plan from English Heritage’s 2007 report on the site, reproduced by kind permission of English Heritage

On Friday 20 May members and friends made their way to 
Blenheim Palace, spurred on by Jeri Bapasola’s intriguing 
talk given in February when new light was thrown onto the 
gardens at Blenheim (see Jeri’s recent book, The Finest View 
in England: The Landscape & Gardens of Blenheim Palace). 
Sadly Jeri was not able to meet us, but Blenheim’s Education 
Officer kindly stepped into the breach; now the date of the 
Battle of Blenheim is forever engraved upon our hearts! (in 
case you were unsure it was 13 August, 1704). Our Chairman 
was also seen flying his bat kite above Brown’s newly 
‘restored’ lake end dam (view below dam on left). Jeri will be 
returning to talk to us (Saturday 18 February 2012) on ‘The 
Kitchen Garden at Blenheim Palace’, please see enclosed 
booking form, to be followed by a tour of the Kitchen 
Garden in June 2012. Va
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In June our patrons, David and April Gladstone, were 
again kind enough to host the AGM at Wotton. Following 
lunch and the meeting, Michael Harrison took us on a tour 
of the landscape gardens; we were, once again, amazed 
to see the progress that has made, particularly with the 
opening up of ever more historic vistas (Minutes and Accounts 
of the AGM overleaf). 

Together with the gate piers and a double avenue of tall lime 
trees, two buildings survive; a seventeenth-century dovecot 
and another garden structure called the Granary, perhaps 
originally a small banqueting house. 

The fourth in our series of Hartwell Seminars was held 
on Saturday 13 August at Hartwell House, the subject being 
‘Pineries & Pineapples: their construction & the cultivation 
of pineapples in this country since the eighteenth century’. 
The idea for the seminar arose from Eric Throssell’s 
research into a former Pinery at Hartwell (Richard Woods, 
1760s) evidence of which is still extant. We were surprised 
at the interest aroused by the subject of pineapples and 
pineries (a glass house for the growing of the aforesaid 
pineapples), and with the help of Susan Campbell (Chair of 
the Walled Kitchen Garden Network) an impressive array of 
speakers was assembled.

The lakeside Urn at Wotton, one of those removed 
from the house roof and reused at ground level
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Fine planting and sculpture combine in the new garden at Mill Barn
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Our visit to Mill Barn at Weston Turville, also in June, 
made an interesting change from historic gardens. Here 
Sir Richard and Lady Lapthorn have created a twenty-first 
century garden on a virtually blank canvass, of which they 
are justly proud. The tranquillity of the afternoon was a 
little disturbed by a fly past of interesting historic air craft, 
it being Armed Forces Day; at times it was difficult to know 
whether to look up or down in admiration; the afternoon 
concluded with a splendid tea provided by Lady Lapthorn.

Ascott Park in August presented another contrast, this 
time humps and bumps, with the indefatigable Brian Dix 
urging us on whilst pointing out the archaeological evidence 
for the lost house (c.1518 ) of the Dormers (they were related 
to the Dormers at Rousham), their gardens and parkland. 

Susan Campbell set the scene by explaining the pineapple’s 
cultivation in Europe and its subsequent effect on 
horticulture and hothouses in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. Susan’s talk was followed by Dr 
Elizabeth Cole who told us of the cultural background 
behind the thirst for pineapples which swept affluent 
circles in eighteenth-century Britain. Dr Sarah Rutherford 
then presented Eric Throssell’s findings on the Hartwell 
Pinery, the prompt for the seminar, and these introductory 
talks were followed by a series of shorter incisive papers 
from a number of experts to providing comparisons with 
the Hartwell example and enabling us to understand their 
position in an historical context. 

These included Katy Myers on ‘A Pinery at Cannons’; Dr 
John Edmondson on’ The pinery of John Blackburne of 
Orford Hall, Warrington’; Fiona Grant on ‘The growing of 
Pineapples at Downton Castle, Herefordshire’ and Jeremy 
Milln on ‘Samuel Wyatt’s pinery-vinery at Tatton Park’. 

After lunch, the centre piece of which was a beautifully 
decorated pineapple (thanks to Hartwell’s chef!), Dr 
Elizabeth Cole talked about the flamboyant ‘Dunmore 
Pineapple, its origins and uses’, and Kath Clark from 
Painshill Park told us about ‘Pineapples and the nursery 
trade in eighteenth and early nineteenth-century London’. 
This was followed by Jeri Bapasola on ‘The historical 

Eric Throssell by the Temple of Flora, Hartwell House, 
originally linked to the Pinery by a long walk and a poem
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A lively discussion was followed by tea and a walk led 
by Eric Throssell and Richard Jones (Hartwell’s head 
gardener) to the site of the Hartwell Pinery, the footings of 
which Richard has done much to excavate. A thoroughly 
interesting and through provoking day,and many thanks to 
our speakers.

If you were unable to come to the seminar, and would like 
to learn more about Pinapples and Pineries, the papers from 
the seminar will be published in due course.

Richard Jones, Hartwell House’s head gardener standing by his 
newly opened trench over Hartwell’s long since demolished Pinery
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development of Blenheim’s Walled Kitchen garden’ and 
Jonathan William described the sad fate of ‘Breconshire’s 
1818s Penpont Pinery’. 
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A mysterious figure found within a shrubbery at Wormsley

Thursday 18 August dawned not just wet, but torrentially 
so. Despite this thirty-three intrepid BGT members 
struggled though the floods to reach The Fox at Ibstone, the 

meeting place for lunch prior to a visit to the late Sir Paul 
Getty’s Walled Garden at Wormsley. The rain continued 
to cascade on our arrival at Wormsley, but amazingly, 
as we approached the garden the rain abated. Christine 
Banbury, Head Gardener, conducted a fascinating tour 
followed by Pimms and chocolate biscuits in the famous 
cricket pavilion. Later we had the excitement of a visit to 
the temporary building which provides the new home for 
Garsington Opera at Wormsley. Altogether an excellent 
visit, for which we must thank our former Treasurer, The 
Hon. Mrs Candida Godber.

Visit to Boughton Park & the Eleanor Cross at Geddington
A report by Valerie Joynt
On what appeared to be the wettest day since our outing 
to Wormsley, the intrepid Bucks Gardens Trust gathered 
at the Star Inn in Geddington, Northamptonshire for a 
hearty lunch to set ourselves up for an energetic afternoon 
led by Brian Dix through the Boughton landscape. After 
an unscheduled introduction from an enthusiastic local 
historian, Brian mounted the Eleanor Monument in the 
centre of the village and explained that this is the best of 
three surviving Eleanor Crosses. Twelve crosses were raised 
by King Edward I to commemorate the passage of Eleanor of 
Castille’s body to Westminster Abbey after her death in 1290 
at Harby, near Lincoln. The Geddington Cross was built 
English Decorated style, using local limestone. Intricately 
carved with floral patterns, the slender cross is triangular 
and stands nearly 13 metres high. Below the tapering 
pinnacle at the top are three niches, each containing a Caen 
stone figure of Eleanor. 

Steady drizzle encouraged us quickly onwards to the 
nearby Boughton Park where we donned wet-weather gear 
and set out across the landscape. Observing interesting 
‘humps and bumps’ was very much the feature of the wider 
parkland; this is a landscape untouched by the smoothing 
hand of Brown and his imitators. Brian Dix, who has been 
associated with the restoration of this garden over many 
years, led us on a circuit of discovery. The gardens were 
laid out by two Dukes of Montagu, Ralph and his son John 
from 1680 to 1750 and thereafter were abandoned; therein 
lies their significance. They are a remarkable example of 
late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth century garden 
taste, reminiscent of the great French gardens of Vaux-le-
Viscomte and Chantilly. Terraces, canals, and great plats of 
reflecting pools of still water characterize the landscape. The 
elaborate decorative parterres beneath the west windows 
of the mansion are no longer visible but hollows mark the 
succession of water basins which bordered the newly-
restored Great Court Canal (below). 
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The Grand Etang under the north-west corner of the 
house (above) is earmarked as the next restoration project; 
when this is complete then the house will be better tied to 
landscape by a continuous interconnecting passage of water, 
light and reflection. 

The main gardens lay on the west side of the house, falling 
in terraces to an octagon pond which was later enlarged 
into the square Broadwater. With swans quietly moving 
over its rippling surface this water is now a major feature 
of the garden. Just beyond it stands the Mound (above), a 
truncated pyramid; this had become engulfed in trees and 
shrubs but now newly restored it was the inspiration for 
Kim Wilkie’s installation across the canal.

The Orpheus landform represents the journey made by 
Orpheus into Hades; the walk into Hades commences at the 
centre of a stainless-steel cube and gently unwinds as you 
follow a spiralling rill which takes you towards a sloping 
path which leads inexorably into the bowels of Hades where 
for us a dark pool of water reflected the now-brightening 
sky above. Aligned along an east-west axis with the Mound 
and Orpheus is a lily pond on the south side of the mansion 
which was restored as part of this most recent phase. Brian 
Dix then led us further afield to inspect the Star Pond and 
Cascade in the south-west corner of the gardens, a feature 
reminiscent of the contemporary Charles Montagu’s 
water-garden in Bushy Park. These await the next stage of 
restoration.

Delighted and awed by this garden of space, light, 
movement and reflection set in a landscape of unspoilt 
parkland, avenues and trees we returned to the Stables for 
a welcome cup of tea and home-made cakes. This was a 
magical afternoon and we hope to return to Boughton to see 
the equally inspiring interiors of the house. 

MiNUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETiNG
of Buckinghamshire Gardens Trust
Held at Wotton House, 18 June 2011

1.Apologies
Apologies were received from Carolyn Adams, Geoff 
Huntingford,Stephanie Lawrence, John Rotheroe.

2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of 2010 and 
Matter arising.
The minutes were accepted as a fair record of the meeting. 

Proposer: Charles Boot. Seconded: Sarah Rutherford.
There were no matters arising from the Minutes.

3. Chairman’s Report
CB reviewed the work of Bucks Gardens Trust during the 
previous twelve months.

CB opened with a vote of thanks to Carolyn Adams who 
has stood down from Council. Particular note was made of 
the work Carolyn had undertaken over the years in relation 
to planning matters.

Charles also thanked Richard Wheeler, who was also 
standing down from council, for his tireless efforts on 
behalf of Bucks Gardens Trust. CB proposed that RW should 
be co-opted on to the Council, as an occasional and valued 
contributor.

Charles considered the series of events and talks that 
had taken place during the preceding year. These included 
visits to Cheddington School, Hedsor, Hidcote, Cliveden, 
Stockwood Park, Jordans and Lullingstone Castle. All 
had been a great success. Charles expressed his thanks to 
Rosemary Jury for organising the Talks series.
3a. The Planning Group report
Sarah Rutherford on behalf of Geoff Huntingford reported 
on planning applications both had been involved with 
relating to 
a. Hall Barn. A revised application from Beaconsfield RC to 

install two pitches within the landscape of Hall Barn. 
b. Quarrendon. A mixed use application for development and 

installation of a wind turbine.
c. Wotton Underwood South Pavilion. Application for sports 

pavilion and tennis court fencing. Ongoing since September 
2009. 

d. Stony Stratford. Development of a small town garden.
e. GH had been involved with Verena McCaig in relation to 

Natural England, English Heritage and AGT initiatives on 
stewardship schemes, recording and listing of gardens.

f. HS2: SR opened a discussion on the progress of consultations 
on HS2 and the impact on the designed landscape of 
Buckinghamshire and adjoining counties.

 Candy Godber stated she had received a questionnaire on HS2 
from BBOWT.

 RW suggested Bucks GT could send a similar questionnaire to 
BGT members.

 CB commented on the proposed link to Heathrow as being 
bizarre and ill defined, and on an unconfirmed route making 
it hard to comment on though parks and gardens in South 
Bucks would be effected. He also suggested there was a need 
for an organised response from all interested groups including 
BGT, Chilterns Conservation Board and The Chiltern Society.

 Candy Godber proposed a resolution that states;
 Buckinghamshire Gardens Trust should register the concern 

of the Trust on the unacceptably damaging impact of the 
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proposed High Speed Rail Link (HS2) on the historic designed 
landscape of Buckinghamshire. Seconded by Martin Aslet

 Vote: To accept the resolution: 25 members. Against the 
resolution: None. Abstention: One member.

 RW proposed that a press release be made regarding the 
acceptance of this resolution.

 [SR composed a letter to be sent to HS2 Consultation, see 
opposite]

4. Treasurers Report
Lisa Watson presented the accounts year ending March 2011 
for approval (see below)

Points to note.
• 2010/11 had been a year of consolidation.
• The surplus of £389.15 was lower due to the fact 2010 figures had 

been  boosted by a donation from Waitrose that had then been 
passed on to schools.

• BGT had consistently made profits on events. Lisa proposed a 
vote of thanks to Rosemary Jury for organising the events and 
talks.

• Lisa added a cautionary note that BGT needs to be vigilant on 
costs in the future.

• Gibbs and Gardening had been a success and a reprint ordered.
In a discussion the question was asked by Martin Aslet if greater 

use could be made of e-mail in sending out information. 
Charles Boot replied that this was a work in progress in getting 
e-mail addresses of as many members as possible.

A proposal to accept the accounts for 2011 was made by Richard 
Wheeler. Seconded by Carol Musson. Accounts accepted.

5. Election of Officers of Council and Trustees of Bucks 
Gardens Trust
Since the AGM of 2010 there had been, as noted above, two 
resignations from Council. These were Carolyn Adams and 
Richard Wheeler.

The following Officers of Council were proposed for 
election: Chairman; Charles Boot. 

The following officers and members of Council were 
proposed for election: Vice Chairman; Dr. Sarah Rutherford, 
Honorary Secretary: Mick Thompson, Treasurer: Lisa 
Watson, Council Members; Heli Aslet, Candida Godber, 
David Hillier, Geoff Huntingford, Rosemary Jury, Stephanie 
Lawrence.

Proposal to elect all officers of the Council as listed was 
made by Richard Wheeler. Seconded by Martin Aslett.

All the above elected nem con.
It was proposed by Charles Boot that Richard Wheeler be 

co-opted onto the Council.
Election of Trustees
Under the terms of the Articles of Association of Bucks 
Gardens Trust (Items 29-37) one third of the Trustees must 
retire from office. Charles Boot stood down and stood for 
office again. The remaining Trustees (Stephanie Lawrence, 
Dr Sarah Rutherford and Lisa Watson) agreed to stand 
again. 

Proposed by Heli Aslet. Seconded by Letitia Yetman.
All Trustees were duly elected.

6.Resolutions: None.

7. Any Other Business.
With reference to the note below from the minutes of the 
2010 AGM.

A request had been received from Lynn Bridge for a 
donation towards PhD research on the Gardens at Wotton. 
This was discussed. It was agreed to donate £500 as this fits 
in with Council proposals to create a research scholarship. 
David Gladstone kindly agreed to match the funding to Ms 
Bridge. Secretary to write to Ms Bridge to confirm details.

The funding sought by Lynn Bridge from other sources had 
not been forthcoming.

The meeting closed at 3.00 p.m. 
Chairman thanked David and April Gladstone for agreeing 
to hold the AGM at Wotton.

Buckinghamshire Gardens Trust 
income & Expenditure Accounts for the year

ending 31st March 2011 
 2010  2011 

INCOME 
Members subs  £1,470.00  £1,125.00 
Events  £4,268.00  £2,725.00 
Donations  £530.00  £68.12 
Misc  £147.12  £0.00 
Sales  £42.50  £746.00 
Inland Rev-Gift aid  £290.52  £352.50 
Interest on Bank deposit  £3.15  £3.28 
 £6,751.29  £5,019.90 

EXPENDITURE 
Admin  £248.91  £287.91 
Postage  £217.13  £128.51 
Events  £3,399.85  £2,114.75 
Printing  £457.12  £764.28 
Misc  £497.13  £553.93 
Donations,prizes,grants  £0.00  £0.00 
Schools  £1,500.00  £100.00 
Purchases  £0.00  £0.00 
Depreciation  £42.00  £38.00  
 £6,362.14  £3,987.38 

Surplus for year  £389.15  £1,032.52 

Carried forward 1st April  £8,169.40  £8,558.55 
Accumulated funds  £8,558.55  £9,591.07 

Balance Sheet as at 31st March 2011 
 2009 2010 2011
 £  £  £ 
Fixed Assets  £419.86  £377.86  £339.86 
Debtors    £1,050.50 
Savings Account  £5,704.88  £5,708.03  £6,711.31 
Bank Current 
Account  £2,044.66  £2,472.66  £2,038.90 
Accruals    -£549.50 

Accumulated funds  £8,169.40  £8,558.55  £9,591.07 
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HiGH SPEED RAiL (HS2) CONSULTATiON LETTER, OUR RESPONSE
to: PO Box 59528, LONDON, SE21 9AX (via email)

Proposed High Speed Rail Link Consultation Paper
February 2011
Dear Sirs

The Buckinghamshire Gardens Trust (BGT) is a registered 
charity with 130 members throughout the county. The Trust 
is a member of the nationwide Association of Gardens 
Trusts and exists to record and conserve the gardens and 
parks of the county, and to aid the creation and restoration 
of gardens, parks and green spaces in the county. We 
embrace a local approach to decision-making. We have a 
close working relationship with local planning authorities in 
the county, so that the considerable pool of expertise within 
the Trust can assist in policy formulation and in decision-
making. We are regularly consulted by District Councils and 
by the County Council’s Museums and Archaeology Services 
on planning applications. 

Our comments relate solely to the issues regarding the 
historic designed landscape. We have very limited resources 
and as this is a complex and extensive issue we have not been 
able to assess all the information available; however, we 
hope that we have been able to summarise the issues most 
relevant to our interests to provide an informed response.

At the recent BGT AGM at which over 20% of members 
was present, a resolution was passed regarding the potential 
impact the proposed High Speed Rail Link would have 
on the designed landscapes of Buckinghamshire. The 
resolution and discussion at the AGM reflected the grave 
concern of members about this proposal. The resolution 
which was passed unanimously is as follows:

‘Buckinghamshire Gardens Trust wishes to express in 
the strongest terms its great concern about the proposed 
High Speed Rail Link which damages several outstanding 
landscapes in Buckinghamshire. The Trust urges the 
Department of Transport to take into account the 
unacceptably damaging impact of this proposal on the 
historic designed landscapes of Buckinghamshire, together 
with the linking landscape context, and consequently to 
withdraw this proposal.’

While we embrace the concept of sustainable transport 
methods we are opposed to the preferred proposed route 
of HS2 which damages a number of historic designed 
landscapes. English Heritage, the lead body in the Historic 
Environment and the government’s own adviser on such 
matters, in its various advice notes highlights not just 
the physical damage to be assessed. It also highlights 
the setting of historic sites as of particular concern, in 
particular the effect of visual dominance, scale, vistas 
and sight-lines, movement, sound and light effects, and 
the extent to which a setting is unaltered. We believe that 
all of these factors will contribute to damaging the fabric 
and setting of several nationally important designed 
landscapes in Bucks. We do not believe that the guidance of 
English Heritage on assessing the impact of projects such 
as this rail link on the historic environment, particularly 
designed landscape, including the setting of historic 
assets, has been appropriately addressed.  Thus we believe 
that the appraisals, have, inexcusably, not fully identified 
the damage which will be caused to some of our greatest 
heritage assets.

The English Landscape Garden is acknowledged as 
Britain’s greatest contribution to the visual arts and the 
damage to examples in Bucks is unacceptable. Appended 
to this letter is a summary of the main effects on designed 
landscapes in Buckinghamshire. This includes two 
landscape parks (Shardeloes and Hartwell) which are badly 
affected and are included at grade II* on the EH Register 
of Historic Parks and Gardens of special historic interest. 
This grading thus identifies them as of outstanding historic 
interest. Of 1600 sites or so nationally important sites on the 
Register some 60% are grade II, (total 960 sites, of ‘special’ 
historic interest), 30% are grade II* (total 480) and 10% 
are grade I (160, deemed to be of international interest). 
These are tiny numbers compared with the numbers of 
listed buildings (some 360,000) or Scheduled Ancient 
Monuments (c.18,000) and thus the designed landscape is 
even more precious within the historic environment. 

We commend to you the comments submitted by the 
Chilterns AONB Board, with which we concur. We also fully 
concur with the grave concerns submitted by the Garden 
History Society, to which many of our own members belong, 
which is the national scholarly body for designed landscapes 
and the statutory consultee for planning applications 
affecting all sites on the English Heritage Register. We also 
deplore the damage which will be caused outside Bucks 
to designed landscapes, particularly to Stoneleigh Park, 
Warwickshire, another Grade II* C18 park.

For these reasons we believe that this route is unacceptably 
damaging to the designed landscapes of Bucks and most 
strongly urge you to withdraw the proposal. 

If, however, despite the great objections, the route is 
adopted we would wish to offer our comments on mitigation 
methods, although this will never to any great extent 
make up for the unpardonable damage that will have been 
inflicted on the historic environment of our county.

Yours sincerely
Dr Sarah Rutherford,
Vice Chairman and member of Planning Group

Effects of HS2 proposed route on historic designed 
landscapes and their setting:
Major Bucks designed landscapes affected, in a line from 
south to north of the county:
• Shardeloes, Amersham. Grade II* registered. Huge 

damage to the Repton designed (and accessible) C18 
Shardeloes park (the A412 replaces an earlier toll road 
which Repton accepted as animating the foreground). 
The route bursts out of the main tunnel and crosses the 
whole designed landscape in a combination of deep 
cutting affecting east west views across the park and the 
principal view across the lake to the skyline. The damage 
will destroy the landscape design. Would be more cost 
effective to take the tunnel slightly further east (especially 
as the line has been underground for quite some distance 
and returns underground twice more) and avoid the need 
to come out into this part of the Misbourne valley?
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• Hartwell House, Aylesbury. Grade II* registered. Huge 
damage to the setting to the east as well as to the historic 
fabric including Park Lodge and the great northern 
avenue. This will finally eliminate the view (currently 
screened by tree belt) of St Mary’s, Aylesbury as depicted 
in Balthazar Nebots’ 1738 series of pictures recording the 
formal gardens, bisecting estate from historic Star Lodge 
(demolished) and the outer park. The line will destroy the 
view up the great Northern Avenue, and from the early 
C18 Wilderness over open grazed country.

• Eythrope House (Grade II) & Waddesdon Manor (Grade I). 
Damages the setting, including noise levels, and views. 
Views north from Waddesdon parkland will be damaged, 
notably the view across the top of the Dairy and old walled 
gardens, and glass house ranges from the Tulip Ground.

• The setting of Sir Henry Lee’s Quarrendon earthwork 
garden, Aylesbury (Scheduled Ancient Monument) will be 
damaged.

• As the line leaves north Buckinghamshire it passes Barton 
Hartshorn Manor, the work of Scottish architect Robert 
Lorimer, with its pocket Arts & Crafts park more or less 
intact. The same is true of Chetwode Manor, near Preston 
Bissett.

Effects on smaller Bucks gardens: 
Many smaller gardens will be affected along the route 
of HS2, which are also of concern to the Bucks Gardens 
Trust because of their contribution to local character and 
distinctiveness.
• Houses at north end of Old Amersham
• East end of Little Missenden
• Houses in Hyde Lane to the west of Hyde End
• Houses along Potter Row o the west of South Heath
• Passes through the row of 7 blocks of cottages above 

Wendover station in Ellesborough Road, more or less 
equidistant between Halton House and Chequers.

• Houses in newish suburbs of Aylesbury to south and east
• The village houses of Waddesdon.
• New built houses at Calvert
• The old end of Twyford village
• Top end of Turweston village

If the stage two scheme is built, with its link to Heathrow, 
there is potential for significant damage at Richings Park, 
Iver House, Langley Park (Grade II) and Black Park, and 
Heatherden Hall (now Pinewood Studios).

J C Loudon was a very busy man, but he always found time for garden visiting. One such tour took in various 
gardens in the southern part of the county and surrounding areas, many of which we have visited too…

From the The Gardener’s Magazine, December, 1833, Vol IX: no. 47, p641–51
Original Communications
Art1. Notes on Gardens and Country Seats 
visited, from 27 July to 16 September, during 
a Tour through Part of Middlesex, Berkshire, 
Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, … Hampshire, 
Sussex and Kent. By the Conductor.

Stoke Park, Lord Sefton — The grounds are not 
very extensive, and they are perfectly even, or 
uniform on the surface, having a gentle slope 
towards the south. The house consists chiefly of 
an addition made some years ago to a farm house; 
and, taking the place altogether, it is appropriately 
named. The house differs decidedly from those of 
the two preceding places, it being entered on one 
side instead of from behind, so that the principle 
beauties are shown from the approach road. There 
is a very neat flower-garden by Mr Repton, which 
is kept fully stocked with pelargoniums and other 
showy free-flowering green-house plants. 
There is a very useful object here, which deserves 

imitation in all warm situations; viz., a large recess 
in a wing, connected to the house by a veranda 
open to the south, and furnished with tables, 
chairs, &c. In this loggia, as the Italians would call 
it, the family, when by themselves, may pass the 
greater part of the day, during the heat of summer. 
Windsor Castle, the usual distant feature of the 
seats in this neighbourhood, is seen from this 
alcove, beneath the branches of spreading trees. 
On the lawn opposite the entrance front are some 

raised beds of flowers, with ivy edgings, which have 
an exceedingly good effect. Indeed, we do not know 
any edging which looks better, or is more suitable 

for flower-beds on the entrance front; and none is 
cheaper, either in the first formation, or in after-
keeping. Among the flowers, Wall’s seedling georgina 
was pointed out to us as being the only variety of 
this splendid flower which is sweet-scented. Mr Wall 
is a nurseryman at Uxbridge.
The young ladies here amuse themselves by 

cutting off the decayed flowers, for containing 
which they have very neat deep baskets of 
wickerwork, painted green. No amusement can be 
more appropriate, or more effective in making the 
flower-garden look well; and we wish we could see 
the practice universal. Some ladies, however, who 
pretend to admire flowers, will suffer decayed roses, 
dead leaves, and seed pods to remain on plants 
under their drawing-room windows. We sincerely 
wish that we could infuse a greater taste for order 
and neatness into all such persons. 
The kitchen-garden was the object of the greatest 

interest to us at Stoke Farm, from its being under 
the management of our early, and now too seldom 
seen, correspondent, Mr Oldacre. As we expected, 
the crops of every kind were excellent. We were 
particularly struck with the great breadth devoted 
to late peas, which looked so remarkably well, 
that, considering the extraordinary dryness of the 
season, we could not help asking Mr Oldacre if 
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he had any particular method of watering them? 
His answer was, that he never watered them at all 
after they were above ground: he sowed them in 
the bottom of drills 6 in. deep. filled the drill half 
full of soil and then gave such a thorough soaking 
of water as to saturate all the soil under and about 
the seeds. After this he fills in the remainder of the 
earth; and, the whole compartment being now dry 
in appearance, he rolls it quite smooth with a heavy 
roller, and gives no other culture of any kind, till 
the peas are fit to stick. 
Among the wall fruits, Mr Oldacre pointed out 

Salter’s improved Moor Park apricot. He also 
remarked that the violet hâtive nectarine was better 
than the elruge, as the latter is apt to wither and 
become insipid when fully ripe. The green gage plum 
always cracks on a south wall; and Mr Oldacre 
therefore prefers an eastern exposure for this 
delicious fruit. He has raised a new seedling scarlet-
fleshed melon, with a smooth silver skin: the plant 
is a great bearer, and the fruit is of superior flavour. 
EarIy cucumbers are grown here and at Stoke 

Place, in an improved form of M’Phail’s pits, on 
trellises, about 4 in. under the glass; the trellis 
being about a foot above the soil. By this plan they 
can be more easily managed in the winter season: 
there is  less danger from overheating in the dung-
bed, and much less risk of the plants damping off 
from vapour arising from the soil. The improvement 
was made by Mr Patrick, who formerly lived at this 
place and who has promised us a plan and section 
of the pits. All of the houses and most of the pits 
here are heated by hot water. There are many good 
hedges of spruce fir, which, when not too severely 
cut, lasts for many years; and there is a wall of 
loose ragstone, covered with ivy, which makes a 
very handsome evergreen fence. Mr Oldacre has 
had the plantation which sheltered the north side 
of this garden removed to the distance of 300ft. 
from the walls, as, when it was within 50ft of them, 
the birds were found to destroy every thing in the 
garden. This is an improvement wanted in very 
many gardens.

Burnham. — Near this village is a small villa in 
the castellated Gothic style faced with beautiful 
white Stourbridge brick, in tolerable taste; but the 
grounds are badly arranged and neglected. We 
entered this villa through the grounds belonging to 
a very pretty cottage occupied by a Mrs Jackson. 
The passage is under a veranda, which, beyond 
the house changes to an arcade of climbing plants; 
through the openings in which are seen groups of 
flowers on lawn.

Dropmore, Earl Grenville. — July 31. Beautiful 
as this place always is, it has been very much 
improved since we last visited it in 1826 (see Vol III, 
p257 & 481) Mr Baillie has been succeeded by Mr 
Frost, a most active and intelligent young man, well 
fitted for such a situation. A new entrance lodge 
has been formed on the Burnham side, covered 
with trunks of trees, in the manner of a Russian 

log-house, with a chimney top in style of those of 
Venice; rather an incongruous assemblage, which 
forms a false note of preparation for a place which 
in other respects is generally in consistent taste. 
We were first shown into a range of flower-gardens 

which forms a line with the lawn front of the house; 
and certainly there is nothing of the kind in a flat 
situation we know of, superior to it. In point of 
picturesque beauty, the flower-garden scenery at 
Redleaf, Montreal and Bromley Hill, is much finer; 
but the flower-garden at Dropmore shows what 
may be done by art on a surface wholly without 
natural advantages. The effect is produced by the 
arrangement of the beds, and by the distribution of 
pedestals with vases, statues, and other sculptures, 
and by therms and other mural and architectural 
ornaments.
To connect the whole with the house, there is in 

architectural wall, with an open Italian parapet in 
the front of its border in one place, and in others 
various hot-houses, which are placed against 
it. The vases and sculptures are partly of real, 
partly of artificial, stone, and partly of china-
ware. There are benches with carved backs, made 
of wood, but painted and sanded in imitation of 
Bath stone, which are particularly good; as are a 
number of Austin’s vases, fountains, candelabra, 
and other ornaments; as well as a manner of 
forming pedestals of open brickwork for supporting 
sculptures. The parapets are of artificial stone, or 
brickwork covered with cement; the wall against 
which the hot-houses are placed is of brick, covered 
with trelliswork; and the hot-houses are of wood, 
painted green. This green colour in the hot-houses 
and the trellises is what we can never reconcile 
ourselves to: it detracts from the avowedly artificial 
character of the rest of the scenery. We shall not 
offer a single argument on the subject, but simply 
state our own feelings, which have always been 
the same ever since we saw, in 1806, the pea-
green hot-houses of Mr Hare (now, we believe, Sir 
Thomas Hare), at his seat in the neighbourhood of 
Downham, in Norfolk. The reason of our dislike can 
only be found in the want of harmony between this 
green and the green of nature. Let the woodwork of 
the hot-houses at Dropmore be imagined of a stone 
colour, or of the colour of any kind of timber, or 
even brown or grey bark, and how different would 
be the effect! 
In walking through the grounds, we were 

everywhere, as in 1826, charmed and delighted; and 
we were still more so now than then, at finding the 
number of rustic stands, vases, &c. diminished. The 
pinetum has received numerous additional species, 
and the sorts which were rare in 1826 have now 
attained a considerable size, and some have been 
found hardier than was expected. We particularly 
allude to Cunninghamia lanceolata and Araucaria 
imbricata, both of which are found so hardy as to 
stand here without protection. We could enumerate 
a number of species, with the sight of which we 
were much gratified, but we refer our readers to Mr 
Frost’s article on this subject (p. 559). 
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It is almost needless to state that in the flower 
garden were to be found all the new, rare, 
and beautiful hardy flowering plants. We were 
particularly struck with the number of plants of 
that gorgeous iridean bulb, Gladiolus natalénsis 
(psittacinus), splendidly in bloom; Màdia élegans, 
Petunia phoenicea, Calandrinia grandiflora, and 
Verbena venosa, which produces underground 
stolones, and is particularly fitted for filling a bed 
in a very short time. Tournefórtia heliotropioides is 
likewise well adapted for beds, and also Nicotiana 
longiflora, which we found profusely covered with 
odoriferous flowers. The day being cloudy, the 
oenotheras had a splendid appearance. The masses 
of Campanula carpatica in some places, and of 
Verbena chamaedrifolia and of the common clove in 
others, had a most brilliant effect.
There is a large compartment of standard roses, 

the highest of which, in the centre, is 15ft., and 
which slope down on the sides to 5ft. Mr Frost 
is endeavouring to naturalise many plants, both 
annuals, and perennials, in the by planting and 
sowing there all his spare plants and seeds. It is 
incredible what may be done in this way, since 
it has been proved that the seeds of some stove 
annuals will remain in the open ground during our 
winters, and come up and flower vigorously during 
summer. Viewing the subject in this we see no 
reason why the common pelargoniums, some of the 
fuchsias, balsams, and many other plants of warm 
climates, should not be treated as hardy annuals, 
as well as nasturtiums, marvel of Peru, &c. 
Perhaps many such annuals may be naturalised 
in the warmer parts of the island. But we shall not 
attempt to go into details. Stuartia virginica Dec. 
(Malachodendron L.) is now magnificently in bloom 
here, as are various plants in the hot houses and 
conservatories.

Cliefden House, Sir George Warrender. — The 
house was burned down many years ago, but 
is now rebuilding. We suppose the elevation is 
nearly a facsimile of the house that was burned 
down, otherwise we are at a loss to conceive how 
a modern architect could introduce half columns 
and an architrave in the manner here done in 
the basement story. The original terrace, which 
remained uninjured, is a noble object, upwards of 
25ft. high, and 363ft. long: it commands extensive 
views of the Thames and of the country beyond, and 
descends, by a magnificent double flight of steps, 
to a lawn; intended, as Mr Dodds, the gardener, 
informed us, to be laid out as a flower-garden. 
If so, as it is at a considerable distance from the 
eye, and quite beneath it, it ought to be a flower-
garden of dwarf-growing select shrubs. The flower-
garden of herbaceous flowers might be in front of 
the conservatory. Perhaps it will be thought that 
the latter space is hardly ample enough for such a 
purpose but let it be kept in the very highest order, 
and it will be found to produce more beauty, and 
to give more satisfaction to the owner, than one ten 
times the size kept as such gardens generally are.

The entrance front is, very properly, on the 
opposite side to the terrace front: it is approached 
by a straight avenue, passing over table land, and 
the court of honour through iron gates. To the 
right and left are advancing wings, and high walls 
enclosing the old kitchen-garden and offices on the 
one hand, and the flower-garden and conservatory 
on the other. The place is in a state of regeneration, 
therefore we shall say very little about it; but 
we cannot let pass the shed-like conservatory 
which forms one wing of the house, as seen from 
the terraced front: it is mean, and altogether 
unarchitectural. Mr Dodds is a great amateur of 
calceolarias, and has raised some new and valuable 
varieties. He also showed us a new species of 
nasturtium, raised from seeds obtained from Italy, 
quite distinct from any which we had before seen.

Hedsor House, Lord Boston, stands by itself, 
unconnected with offices or architectural 
appendages, on the top of a high bank on the one 
side of an extensive park; and, at a distance, strikes 
a stranger as a most dreary object. We hardly 
know any country seat that conveys so distinctly 
and impressively the idea of pride and poverty. We 
believe this to be the very reverse of the real state 
of the case; but we think it right to state what our 
first impressions were. Hedsor House is situated 
on the brow of the same bank as Cliefden, but it 
is most unfortunate in its approaches, which are 
steep to a degree that is scarcely tolerable. The evil 
might be remedied most readily by lengthening the 
road, for which there is ample space. 
The parish church is in the park, close to the 

approach road. We noticed that all the tombstones 
were laid flat, and the surface kept as level and 
smoothly mown as a lawn. This looks like the 
exercise of undue influence over the poor: for surely 
all who bury in this churchyard would not wish 
to have the gravestones flat, if they were allowed 
the free exercise of their will. It was, however, 
surrounded by a hedge, which is something better 
than the churchyard at Arley, the seat of Lord 
Mountnorris, near Kidderminster, where all the 
tombstones were buried in the night time by his 
lordship, the boundary fence thrown down, and the 
whole levelled, and united with the lawn. This we 
mention on the authority of the late Mr Mowbray, 
curator of the Manchester Botanic Garden, who was 
his lordship’s head gardener at the time alluded to, 
and carried the work into execution. 
Thus much we must say of Hedsor, that it was in 

excellent order and keeping, with the exception of 
the walks being sunk and the edges harsh. There 
was little attempt at display in respect to flowers, or 
rare or curious plants; but, what we think a great 
deal better, there was a general spirit of neatness 
and order which pervaded the whole. We only 
saw the exterior of the kitchen-garden, the head 
gardener being from home.

Wooburn House, Sir Griffith Wilson. — A most 
agreeable and varied road leads to the village of 
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Wooburn, near which is the seat of Sir Griffith 
Wilson. The surface is flat, on the banks of a 
rapid stream; and the only thing that we saw 
remarkable was a row of tall and thick-trunked 
Lombardy poplars, growing very close together 
by the roadside. We agree with our indefatigable 
correspondent, Mr Howden, that admirable fences 
might be formed of Lombardy poplars, or other 
trees, planted closely together in rows. indeed, this 
is already done in various parts of France, Italy, 
and Germany.

A Garden at one of the Paper Mills at Wooburn 
struck us, in passing, as remarkably beautiful. 
There were the rushing waters clear as crystal, 
shaded by noble trees; a lawn varied by numerous 
groups of the choicest flowers, including some fine 
Chinese roses; and a picturesque elevation of a 
dwelling house with a porch and veranda. What 
added to these charms was, that the whole evinced 
the highest degree of order and keeping.

Hall Barns, near Beaconsfield, Sir Gore Ouseley. — 
This place is chiefly celebrated as having been once 
the property of the poet Waller: it has been lately 
sold to Sir Gore Ouseley, who is making a large 
addition to the house. There are two parallelogram 
ponds in the grounds, which may very well pass 
for imitations of the tanks of Persia and India, and 
we are curious to know what Sir Gore will make 
of them. All that has been hitherto done are the 
formation of some beds of flowers, and the pulling 
down of a banqueting room, to turn it into a dairy. 
The gardener’s name is Smith, and, as far as he is 
concerned, he seems to have done his part well.

Little Hall Barns, — Cundee, Esq. — This is a small 
place, close to Beaconsfield, where the last occupier 
of Great Hall Barns used to reside occasionally. 
From what we saw of it over the pales which 
separate it from the public road, it appears to be in 
very high keeping and were informed that, besides 
an excellent collection of plants, it has an aviary, a 
menagerie, and a museum of natural history.

The Churchyard at Beaconsfield is chiefly 
remarkable for containing the tomb of the poet 
Waller, which occupies a most unpoetical extent 
of surface; and, what is worse, this surface is 
paved with flagstones. The tomb is in the form of 
a parallelogram chest, with drapery, cut in stone, 
hanging down on each side and at the ends; as 
if, after the body had been deposited in the chest, 
a pall had been thrown over it, and then the lid 
put on. The effect is good. On the centre of this 
lid is a small obelisk, or pyramid, containing 
the inscription, arms, &c. Out of one side of the 
surface the pavement which surrounds this tomb 
rises a Walnut tree, at least 18in. in diameter at 
the ground; but whether planted or originated by 
accident, we could not learn. 
Along one end of this churchyard there is a row 

of houses, with narrow gardens  between them and 

the graves; a circumstance producing, in our minds 
at least, a peculiar kind of melancholy. Burke was 
buried in the church; but, as we hate interments 
of this kind, we did not visit his tomb. There is a 
yew tree, cut in a very odd form, in Beaconsfield 
churchyard, for which we could discover no reason, 
not having been able to find the clipper, Mr Tripp. 
We should be much obliged to Mr Smith of Hall 
Barns, if he would make enquiries, and let us hear 
from him on the subject.

Bulstrode Park, the Duke of Somerset’s; and 
Denham Lodge, the Seat of — Hamlet, Esq., the 
eminent goldsmith; are both partially seen from the 
road. The former has, within the last few years, lost 
many of its finest trees; but the latter stands nobly 
forward, supported by a phalanx of wood. Had the 
idea of supplying water by steam been proposed 
to the late Duke of Portland be would probably 
have rendered Bulstrode as distinguished for its 
waterworks, as it was noted for its want of water. 
Denham Lodge, we were informed, is kept in good 
order; but we bad not time to call.

Wall’s Nursery, Uxbridge, is chiefly remarkable for 
its collections of flowers, and for some new varieties 
raised there. Mr Wall’s sweet-scented georgina, 
we are told, is one of the most valuable plants 
of the genus. There is a very good assortment of 
trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, independent 
of florists’ flowers: and, altogether, this may be 
considered as a respectable country nursery.

The Inn at Southall has a small garden and a tulip 
bed; and the window of the bar is filled with green-
house plants, the landlord and his daughter being 
both remarkably fond of flowers. Circumstances 
of this kind are highly gratifying to us; and are 
only second, in the impressions which they make, 
to those which we receive on witnessing care and 
attention bestowed on cottage gardens.

Oakbrook Cottage. — Aug. 3. This is a handsome 
Gothic cottage, with a tiled roof; the stable and 
other offices belonging to it having thatched roofs: 
the whole displaying considerable taste, and being 
very neatly finished. Taken altogether, it is the very 
handsomest thing of the kind between London 
and Brentford. Though the surface on every side is 
naturally flat for a considerable distance, yet, the 
buildings being placed on a highly raised platform, 
the gardens and grounds slope on every side. 
The garden is carefully planted, and displays a 
considerable number of the new flowers and shrubs.
In passing through Brentford, there is a house on 
the left which deserves notice for its beautiful lawn, 
sloping from the street to the Thames.. It is so 
closely shaven, and altogether so highly kept, that 
we observed, on one occasion, a maidservant on her 
knees, cleaning the turf with a hand-brush.

Spring Grove, formerly the seat of the late Sir 
Joseph Banks, is now the property of Henry 
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Pownall, Esq. This gentleman has considerably 
improved the grounds by removing a wall which 
separated the kitchen-garden and part of the 
pleasure grounds from a moat; and by turfing a 
part of the kitchen-garden, and laying it out as 
pleasure-ground. We observed some of the new 
plants introduced by the Horticultural Society 
thriving beautifully in the flower-beds; and some of 
the new pears, particularly Chapman’s, grafted by 
Mr Oldacre on the branches of old trees, producing 
abundant crops. Mr Hutchinson, the present very 
intelligent gardener, is of opinion that standard fruit 
trees, with long extended, depending, or dangling 
branches, which can be moved in all directions by 
the wind, are always more likely to produce fruit 
than trees with branches fixed against walls or 
espaliers; though they may not always be able to 
ripen their fruit equally well. Every one who has 
seen this place, even from the road, in Sir Joseph 
Banks’s time, must recollect the fruit trees, with 
their branches trained downwards, from the top of 
the wall. This being now removed, some of the trees 
which remain have a very singular appearance: we 
can only compare them to leaves of the Boràssus 
flabelliformis, with their footstalks stuck in the 
ground, and the greater part of the palm of the leaf 
turned downwards. 
There are here beds of the American cranberry, 

in dry soil, not peat, bearing abundant crops. Mr 
Oldacre built a small pit in the melon ground for 
growing his favorite St Peter’s grape. On enquiring 
for this pit, we were informed that, the glass roof 
having been removed, the walls were raised; and it 
has been turned into the head gardener’s house. 
This is one of the most economical and ingenious 
modes of procuring a gardener’s house that we 
ever heard of; but we cannot say much in favour 
either of its commodiousness or its comfort. Both 
the head gardener here Mr Hutchinson, and his 
foreman Mr Adamson, are naturalists; both have 
collections of indigenous shells, and the latter has a 
small cabinet of British insects, collected, arranged, 
and named by himself.
On the bridge at the sixteenth milestone, and 

on various other bridges near London, there are 
copings of cast iron; which we cannot but consider 
as in bad taste, and by no means likely to last so 
long as stone, brick, or Roman cement.

Love Hill, Langley, — Beaumont Esq., is a small 
place, with some good trees of the last century on 
the lawn before the principal front; which, however, 
is not shown to strangers. We could only see the 
trees from the road; though we were shown the 
kitchen-garden by the present worthy gardener, Mr 
White.

Langley Park, R. Hervey, Esq., is a flat place of 
great extent, with a number of fine old oaks and 
elms, a piece of water, and an appendage to the 
park, called the Black Park; the latter being wild 
and picturesque. Fifty years ago, when this place 
belonged to the Duke of Marlborough, it was kept 

in high order; but at present it is comparatively 
neglected. At that time there was a private road 
from the house to Windsor, through the duke’s 
property, and the park at Ditton near Datchet, 
belonging to Lord Montagu.
In the kitchen-garden at Langley we observed 

some young fruit trees planted on hills raised 3ft. 
above the surface. Mr Stephens, the gardener, not 
being at home, we could not learn exactly the object 
in view; but we have little doubt it was the same as 
that of Mr M’Donald, at the Dalkeith gardens, viz., 
to prevent the roots from getting so soon down to 
the subsoil, which always produces canker. 
The water in the park is good in regard to form 

and extent; but it wants a margin broken with 
gravel or stones, to relieve the monotonous effect 
produced by its close contact with the green turf. 
Two raised beds, bordered by basketwork, have 
been recently formed, in imitation of those in the 
flower garden at Windsor Castle.

Ditton Park, Lord Montagu. — The surface is 
perfectly flat, but it is varied with abundance of 
fine old elms. The house, which is castellated, 
and was rebuilt, a few years ago, by Mr Atkinson, 
is surrounded by a moat. It has altogether an 
excellent effect: and there are a very appropriate 
chapel, gardener’s house, and two lodges; all 
built or repaired by Mr Atkinson, who excels in 
castles and Gothic cottages; and, to satisfy us, 
only requires to give a little more boldness and 
freedom to his chimney tops, gable ends, and 
other prominent parts in the sky outline. Many 
convenient and comfortable cottages and villas are 
entirely spoiled as picturesque objects, for want of 
a continued attention to the “bold and free” in the 
production of their outlines. 
The kitchen-garden contains four acres, and was 

formed, about twenty-two years ago, by the present 
gardener, Mr Anderson, a pupil of Mr M’Donald 
of Dalkeith, who has been gardener here during 
a period of twenty-seven years. The wall trees, he 
told us, did remarkably well for some few years 
after planting, till their roots got down to the gravel, 
which lies 2ft. below the surface. The apricots 
on pear plum stocks gave way first; but those on 
muscle plum stocks remain good to this day. 
Many of the trees in the open garden are 

cankered. The reason, in our opinion, is that the 
borders have been cropped too severely, and too 
deeply dug; and the same reason applies to the 
quarters, where, in every garden we are decidedly 
of opinion there ought to be no fruit trees at 
all. Considering that in this garden, as in most 
others, the number of hands has been lately 
much reduced, we found it in tolerable order. Mr 
Anderson pointed out to us some sycamore trees 
here which every year are covered with honey dew; 
which dew, dropping on the shrubs beneath (such 
as box, holly, &c.), occasions their leaves to become 
black, and their branches to be covered with 
lichens; while shrubs of the same kinds, not under 
the drip of the sycamores, are perfectly healthy.
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BOOK REViEW
The Grenville Landscape of Wotton House 
New Arcadian Journal 65/66 2010

The mid-C18 Wotton landscape garden 
was designed by William Pitt the Elder 
with George Grenville, both prime 
ministers, and realised by the peerless 
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown assisted 
by Benjamin Read. These inspired 
men built upon an early C18 formal 
landscape attributed to the renowned 
George London and Henry Wise. This 
excellent publication reproduces the 
papers given at a conference to examine 
myriad aspects of the C18 landscape 
and its contemporary context. It is 
pleasing to be able to concur with 
David Gladstone when he notes that 
the papers illuminate a much wider 
landscape than the one we see through 
the windows of Wotton House.

It is an acknowledged fact that Wotton has been neglected 
by scholars; it is almost entirely unknown by garden visitors 
(although it is open to all comers on Wednesday afternoons, 
and our AGM was held there again, by kind permission of 
the Gladstones, on Sunday 18 July). Since the mid-C18, when 
its sister landscape garden Stowe, eclipsed it well and truly 
as the acme of the landscape garden, it has sunk into a quiet 
and happily undisturbed maturity. Until the C21 that is. 

Wotton could be considered perhaps as a private precursor 
to Chequers, part designed by William Pitt, then occupied 
by George Grenville, Prime Minister in the 1760s, and now 
the home of a Gladstone, cheek by jowl with Mr Blair, in 
the Pavilion. This hothouse environment of politics surely 
demands a new version of the two Stowe temples of Virtue; 
one Ancient and one Modern. The former representing 
everything that is honourable, and the latter everything 
that is not… Alongside the temple of Modern Virtue (itself a 
ruin) Lord Cobham placed a headless torso to represent our 
first Prime Minister, Robert Walpole, together with the level 
of Cobham’s regard for him. Were such a statue, of course 
nameless, to be found at Wotton the visitor might associate 
it with whichever incumbent it seemed to him it most 
appropriately represented.

Some damage and a few losses have occurred in the Wotton 
landscape, but on the whole it remains as Pitt, Grenville and 
Brown would remember it, without subsequent interference 
in their design. It is tantalising to speculate what was in 
their minds when they started on such a major landscaping 
scheme in the 1750s. Of course the surviving landscape 
speaks robustly for itself in many ways, but the lost features, 
the invisible themes and intrinsic subtleties such as the 
iconography and the political digs (of which there must have 
been many) remain staunchly silent. 

Wotton’s gentle obscurity has been compounded by her 
sister Stowe being such a pioneer and much-vaunted 
beacon of garden history (tell me again why it is not a 
World Heritage Site?). Neither has it helped that the major 
repository of historic records for both Wotton and Stowe is 
held thousands of miles away in California. Thus no-one 
has yet undertaken a systematic research of the main 
collection which might throw so much light on the activity 

and rationale behind what we see at 
Wotton; nor of established links with 
other garden-makers in the coterie and 
beyond who may have influenced and, 
in turn, been influenced further.

Although perhaps a little less 
complex as a designed landscape 
than Stowe, Wotton is still of the 
utmost importance, not just to 
Buckinghamshire, but in the history 
of the English landscape garden, at 
the heart of that web of C18 creativity. 
It is worth repeating that the English 
landscape garden is arguably the 
greatest contribution made by this 
country to the art history of Europe; and 
Wotton is one of the greatest. We are 
lucky it has survived in such complete 

condition (RIP Vanbrugh’s early C18 Eastbury in Dorset, 
which perished as far back as the mid-C18, and helped to 
embellish the Grenvilles’ estates in Bucks). This survival is 
due latterly to Mrs Patrick Brunner who rescued the house 
two weeks before its demolition in 1957 and set about 
reuniting and restoring the landscape garden (destined to be 
a New Town) over the following 40 years. This work has been 
ably interpreted and implemented from the 1980s by Michael 
Harrison, the estate manager, and since Mrs Brunner’s death 
in 1998, guided by her daughter, April Gladstone, and son-
in-law, David. This team has proved thoughtful and sensitive 
to the landscape and theirs should be lauded as an exemplary 
approach, guided by what little historic information is 
available and by the landscape itself.

So, to have a whole volume of the New Arcadian Journal 
devoted to this demure, self-effacing but outstanding 
work of art and its context is beyond rubies! It follows the 
usual format for the NAJ, combining a few historic images, 
many beguiling modern engravings of key aspects, and a 
variety of thoughtful and thought-provoking papers on the 
landscape theme in question. All this is presented in almost 
pocket format on high quality paper, just right, on the one 
hand, for bed-time reading or, on the other, as a resource 
for scholars requiring information from the only published 
monograph on the place. 

The subjects covered are the most important ones and 
are also relevant to most of the great landscapes of this 
period. They have a stimulating range but the scholarship 
and expertise brought to bear just highlight our frustrating 
lack of hard facts. David Gladstone deliberately selected for 
his conference experts for their collective knowledge of a 
wide range of aspects as a preliminary and spur to further 
research in California. 

The political context of the Grenville family is covered by 
garden history scholar Michael Symes, Michael Bevington 
(himself a teacher at Stowe and long time researcher of 
its history) addresses familial and architectural links with 
Stowe. Richard Wheeler, the National Trust’s Gardens and 
Parks Curator in the south and west of England, covers 
the connections with other landscapes related via Lancelot 
Brown including Stowe, Croome, Petworth and Hagley, 
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and the links that these owners all had with each other. 
John Phibbs, who wrote the conservation plan, analyses the 
geometry (yes, Brown apparently did use geometry, even if 
it is not always evident on the ground) of the design; Steffie 
Shields describes the key role of the water features and their 
arcane relationship with each other. Sarah Couch, who has 
studied C17 and C18 avenues, covers the avenues which 
strode around the place so forcefully and sets them in their 
context among other C18 avenues. Kate Felus gives us an 
insight into how these landscapes were used for aristocratic 
pleasures, and Patrick Eyres, the series editor, appraises the 
wider political context in the now arcane iconographies of 
Stowe and Kew.

So there is something for every interest, whether practical 
land management, family history, politics, architecture 
or just having fun in the place. Many questions are raised 
but left tantalisingly unanswered. In order to shed light on 
them the contextual information gives this publication a 
far broader interest than just as a polemical on a narrowly 
defined landscape garden.

The original illustrations, are, as ever, cleverly thought 
out and have great artistic merit. The veteran Wotton Oak 
tree motif recurs throughout and serves to remind us of 
the fundamental role played by native trees in defining the 
lines of the ornamental landscape. We should not forget the 
sad loss of elms in the 1970s which strode out in avenues 
to the horizon but which, hearteningly, have been replaced 
in many cases, with other species, principally lime. Even 
the flyleaves are charming and full of detail, combining 
architectural detail of various garden buildings from the 
cover illustration on one side, with vignettes of the wildlife 
which defines Wotton on the other: the great crested grebe, 
the buzzard mobbed by crows, the swan and cygnets, a 
speckled wood butterfly, a hornet, clouds of damselflies and 
the mink that despatched a coot chick. 

A small criticism is the minimal number of historic maps 
and illustrations which are reproduced. This results from 
the NAJ format, which is not large enough or printed on 
the correct kind of paper for detailed colour illustrations. 
Instead we have contemporary bird’s-eye interpretations of 
the key features and various analytical sketch maps to show 
the development of the avenues, views, etc. Even so it is very 
pleasing that a key map, the 1767 estate map, is reproduced 

as a double page spread on a single sheet, with the stitching 
loose enough that we can see the whole image properly. It is 
so frustrating when a designer has clearly thought an image 
important enough to have a double page spread but the 
tightness of the binding engulfs the key central section and 
ruins the overall presentation and obscures the information. 
In that case it would have been better on a single page. But 
hooray for the NAJ in this respect. It is just right.

This book works on a number of levels, whether as an 
introduction to the variety of aspects of the great landscape 
gardens, to the context in which Wotton sits as a great C18 
example of its type, or to try and work out what information 
exists and where it has not yet been found. We look forward 
to the results of the research at the Huntington, and 
indeed the next conference, to discuss its findings and 
implications. Let’s hope it is soon. Meanwhile buy a copy of 
the NAJ and bring it with you on your next visit, we might 
see the grebe, the swan and the mink that despatched the 
coot chick!

Sarah Rutherford, Vice Chair

Copies are available from the publisher Patrick Eyres at The 
New Arcadian Journal & Broadsheet, 13 Graham Grove, 
Burley Park, Leeds LS4 2NF
% 0113 230 4608 or email:  patrickjeyres@googlemail.com

A NOTE FROM ‘THE JOURNALS OF LADy 
KNiGHTLEy OF FAWSLEy’  

Sunday 27 May 1866. We had a delightful walk through the 
Cliveden and Hedsor grounds to a dear little village church, 
and had a nice service and good sermon on the text, ‘He 
that hath My commandments and keepeth them,’ etc. All 
the Royalties, as General Grey naughtily expresses it, ‘ were 
pagans ‘to-day, and for some un-known reason did not 
go to church. In the afternoon I drove with the Queen and 
Princess Helena, all through the grounds at Dropmore, 
which are gay with azaleas and rhododendrons in blossom, 
to Burnham Beeches, which is just a bit of forest with a few 
picturesque old beeches scattered about. We came back 
through Beaconsfield, altogether a charming drive, and the 
Queen was very lively and talked more than usual.” 


